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Abstract Due to its abundance and unique properties, water is a major actor in the forma-
tion and evolution of many planetary surfaces as well as a sensitive and reliable tracer of
past geologic and climatic processes. Water ice is found in variable abundance at the sur-
faces of many Solar System objects, from the floor of permanently shadowed craters at the
poles of Mercury to large fractions of the surfaces of several trans-Neptunian objects. With
few exceptions, water is not found in pure form but associated to contaminants of various
nature and concentration. These associations and the nature of the mixing and segregation
processes that affect and control them are key for our understanding of some of the most
important aspects of planetary evolution processes. The observation and characterization of
water ice at the surface of Solar System objects is therefore among the primary scientific
objectives of many space missions. The quantitative interpretation of remote sensing data
in terms of surface composition and physical properties requires the use of complex phys-
ical models that rely on experimental data in two different ways. First, the models require
as inputs the fundamental properties of the pure materials, such as the optical or dielectric
constant. Second, the models can only be fully tested if their results are confronted to actual
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measurements performed on samples whose complexity comes close to the one encountered
on natural planetary surfaces but which are nevertheless well-enough characterized to serve
as reference. Such measurements are challenging as macroscopic ice-rich samples prepared
as analogues of icy planetary surfaces tend to be unstable, the ice component being prone
to metamorphism and phase change. The questions of the reproducibility of the samples
and the relevance of the measurements are therefore critical. The Ice Laboratory at the Uni-
versity of Bern has been set up in 2010 to overcome some of these difficulties. We have
developed protocols to prepare, store, handle and characterize various associations of ice
with mineral and organics contaminants as analogues of different types of icy Solar System
surfaces. The aims of this article are to present the context and background for our investi-
gations, describe these protocols and associated hardware in a comprehensive way, provide
quantitative characterization of the samples obtained using these protocols and summarize
the main results obtained so far by experimenting with these samples. The current state and
possible future evolutions of this project are then discussed in the context of the next gener-
ation of space missions to visit icy objects in the Solar System and longer term perspectives
on future observations of protoplanetary discs and exoplanetary systems.

Keywords Ice · Dust · Analogues · Photometry · Spectrometry

1 Introduction

In the field of planetary remote sensing, laboratory experiments essentially serve two com-
plementary purposes:

– First, they can provide the fundamental physical quantities of the materials that compose
planetary surfaces, which are essential for their identification, characterization and the
modelling of processes. For optical remote sensing, the most important quantities are
the optical constants (Pallik 1991). Together with various macroscopic properties of the
surface such as porosity and roughness, these quantities will determine how and how
much light is scattered by the surface (Hapke 1993). Such fundamental physical quantities
are generally retrieved from well controlled experiments in which the analysed material
is produced or prepared pure and with a simple geometry, for instance single crystals,
parallel thin films or isolated single particles (Schmitt et al. 1998).

– Second, they can mitigate the lack of ground-truth for most actual planetary surfaces.
Macroscopic analogue surfaces that reproduce some of the complexity of actual planetary
surfaces can be used to test the performances of the models developed to invert physical
quantities from the remote sensing data (Shepard and Helfenstein 2007). When models
fail or cannot be used, direct comparisons of laboratory data acquired on such samples
with the actual remote sensing data are often the best way of interpreting these data.

Although crucial, mimicking actual planetary surfaces in the laboratory is a challenging
task because of the many unconstrained properties and the effects of various environmental
processes that are difficult to reproduce. Icy surfaces, which are widespread in the Solar
System provide additional challenges as the volatile nature of the ice imposes strict and
demanding experimental conditions to ensure of the reproducibility and representativeness
of the experiments and their results.

This field of research was pioneered in the Soviet Union in the late seventies. Dobro-
volsky and Kaimakov (1977) exposed a mixture of water ice and dust to a low-temperature
vacuum environment and witnessed the formation of a sublimated layer at the surface of
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the sample which was regularly affected by outbursts. Similar experiments were conducted
at JPL in the eighties with various compositions of the dust component (Saunders et al.
1986; Storrs et al. 1988) from which the structure of the sublimated layer could be analysed
in detail. The most comprehensive set of experiments in this field was then performed in
Germany in the late 1980s to early 1990s, a program known as “KOSI” (Kometen Simu-
lationen, Grün et al. 1991). A total of eleven experiments were conducted in a large sim-
ulation chamber with samples containing H2O and CO2 ices mixed intimately with a dust
composed of dunite powder and black carbon. This program provided a wealth of informa-
tion on the behaviour of ice/dust mixtures in a simulated space environment. It revealed for
instance the importance of the vertical transport of water through the insulated layer and,
under favourable circumstances, the formation of a crust enriched in re-condensed water ice
under the desiccated uppermost layer. Three attempts were made at characterizing quanti-
tatively the change in the spectro-photometric properties of the samples (KOSI-3, 4 and 6)
upon desiccation (Oehler and Neukum 1991). The spectra recorded after the exposure of the
samples to vacuum only show some residual spectral features of water ice but contamina-
tion of the samples by frost deposited from the laboratory atmosphere after the extraction
of the samples from the chamber cannot be excluded. The absence of spectral features from
the mineral dust is attributed to the strong absorption by the carbon particles. After the end
of the KOSI program, additional experiments were conducted at the IWF in Graz using a
smaller facility to investigate some particular points of high interest. The effect of the pres-
ence of organics on the properties of the sublimation residue was studied in details using
paraffins, aliphatic hydrocarbons, as analogues for cometary organics (Kömle et al. 1996).
Paraffins were found to act as a glue, cementing the mineral particles in the desiccated layer
and strongly affecting its mechanical and thermal properties.

In parallel to the ambitious simulation experiments described previously, the spectropho-
tometric properties of some associations between water ice and dust have been investigated
and reported in a number of publications. Clark and Lucey (1984) have published visible
and near-infrared reflectance spectra of water ice with three different types of inclusions:
kaolinite (clay mineral), a Hawaiian soil rich in iron oxide and charcoal. The samples were
produced by preparing a suspension of particles into liquid water and then freezing this
suspension in a sample holder cooled by liquid nitrogen. Roush et al. (1990) reused the
same technique with additional minerals but ultimately crushed the resulting solid samples
and sieved the powder to isolate particles approximately 100 µm in diameter. Stephens and
Gustafson (1991) measured the visible bidirectional reflectance of mixtures of water ice,
colloidal silica and carbon for a few different scattering geometries and observed the ef-
fect of the sublimation of the ice on the bidirectional reflectance of the sample. The sample
preparation protocol was similar to the one used by Clark and Lucey (1984), starting from a
suspension of the silica and carbon particles into liquid water.

Many more results can be found in the literature published by the terrestrial remote sens-
ing community including detailed characterizations of the spectral Bidirectional Reflectance
Distribution Function (BRDF) of snows with variable degrees of metamorphism (see for in-
stance Hudson et al. (2006), Kaasalainen et al. (2006), Dumont et al. (2010). With a few
exceptions, mostly in the context of Mars, the reflectance properties of terrestrial snow, sea
ice or glaciers are however of very little relevance for other Solar System surfaces. Surface
processing of most airless icy bodies differs vastly from surface processes on Earth, where
liquid water is involved. This precludes a direct application of measurements on natural ter-
restrial samples and surfaces to most of other Solar System surfaces. For instance, phase
curves of various icy moons have been compared to phase curves of terrestrial snow by Ver-
biscer and Veverka (1990). The strong backscattering behaviour observed on the icy moons
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is not found in any of the terrestrial snow and frost samples measured. It has however been
reproduced when measuring the reflectance of µm-sized spherical particles of pure water
ice (Jost et al. 2013) initially developed as an analogue for cometary ice (Gundlach et al.
2011b).

With the development of the Ice Laboratory initiated in 2010 at the University of Bern
(Pommerol et al. 2011a, 2011b), we aim at filling a gap in the literature on the measured
properties of samples made of water ice mixed with dust. The main focus of the laboratory
is the measurement of spectro-photometric properties of the samples in the visible and near-
infrared spectral range. These data should serve to interpret datasets collected by various
optical remote sensing instruments on-board space missions, either by direct comparison
of measured data or through the testing of physical models. In addition, we want to dis-
tribute the samples so that they can be characterized and measured with different techniques,
progressively assembling a comprehensive library of data on a suite of well-characterized
reference samples.

This manuscript serves two purposes. It provides recipes by detailing the procedures
and techniques we have developed over the years to produce well calibrated icy samples. It
also explains the motivations behind these developments by describing the general scientific
context for the experiments we perform and by summarizing the most important results
obtained so far. Section 2 provides background and context for the investigations pursued
through this project. The importance of water ice in the formation and evolution of planetary
surfaces is explained and the remote sensing techniques used to detect and characterize water
ice on these surfaces are briefly described. The remote sensing observations most relevant for
our experimental work are then summarized and a description of the objectives and history
of our project concludes this chapter. Section 3 details the procedures used to produce and
characterize the icy samples. In Sect. 4, we summarize the results obtained with the ice/dust
mixtures and how they apply to various cases of Solar System surfaces. These results have
been published in various articles over seven years and this chapter acts as a sort of table of
contents for these results. Finally, Sect. 5 discusses the current status of our project including
the main achievements and current limitations, and lists ideas for future improvements and
new developments.

2 Background and Context

2.1 The Importance of Water for Solar System Formation and Evolution

Constituted of the first and third most abundant elements in the Universe, the water molecule
is widespread in a variety of astrophysical environments (Hanslmeier 2011). Because of
their shape and polarity, H2O molecules can establish numerous hydrogen bonds between
them, which result in unique physical and chemical properties (see Linstrom and Mallard
2005 for reference values). The phase diagram of water (Wagner and Pruß 2002) for in-
stance, shows a number of particularities such as the very high temperature of its boiling
point, 373.16 K at atmospheric pressure, compared to other molecules of similar weight.
These strong hydrogen bonds are also responsible for the very high specific heat capacity
of water in both solid and liquid states. Liquid water also shows a very high surface tension
and capillarity. These properties strongly influence the behaviours of water, in particular its
diffusion through porous media and its adhesion to various substrates, which in turn has a
strong effect on the ability of water to interact chemically with other substances or act as
a medium for chemical reactions and transport of substances (Snoeyink and Jenkins 1980).
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Water vapour can be adsorbed in large quantities on a variety of solid surfaces, with a very
high affinity for solids presenting hydroxyl groups at their surface. Thin films of adsorbed
water have properties that resemble the ones of liquid water and in particular can dissolve
and transport ions, enabling chemical reactions (Möhlmann 2005). The phase transitions are
affected by the presence of impurities. Salty solutions at the eutectic point can be liquid at
temperatures much below the triple point of water. The rate of sublimation of the ice, i.e. the
direct transition from solid to gas phase in vacuum or at low temperature, is observed to be
affected by the presence of dust (Gundlach et al. 2011a; Kossacki and Markiewicz 2013).
A comprehensive review of available data on the sublimation of water ice on a broad range
of temperatures is provided by Fray and Schmitt (2009).

2.1.1 The Role of Water in Solar System Formation

Segregation and mixing of refractory and volatile elements over various timescales during
the formation and evolution of planetary systems are among the most important processes
that influence their currently observed characteristics. The long-term evolution of plane-
tary systems can only be studied by models and simulations, supported and constrained by
observations of the Solar System as well as, for the last twenty years, observations of ex-
trasolar planets and planetary systems. The very early phases in the formation of planetary
system can also be apprehended by astronomical observations of protoplanetary disks. Most
of these observations in the case of the Solar System and all of them in the case of extrasolar
planets and disks, can only be made from a distance, using remote sensing techniques from
the surface of the Earth or from space probes and observatories. The inventory and charac-
terization of water in the current Solar System have essentially been performed by remote
sensing instruments on-board a multitude of spacecraft orbiting or flying by all planets of the
Solar System as well as many minor planets and small bodies (see Sect. 2.2.2). The analyses
of various classes of meteorites complements remote sensing observations by providing key
elements on the timing of the Solar System formation and the origin of volatiles found in
the inner Solar System.

Water represents about half of the total mass of all condensable species in the Solar
System (Lodders 2003). Yet, the inner Solar System is essentially dry, with water accounting
for a maximum of 0.1% only of the total mass of the Earth (Marty 2012; Okuchi 1997) or
Mars (Kurokawa et al. 2014) whereas it is very abundant in the outer Solar System in the
form of ice, accounting for up to 75% of the mass of icy moons of Saturn (Anderson and
Schubert 2007). The boundary between the water-poor inner Solar System and the water-
rich outer Solar System is located within the asteroid belt as attested by the observation
of hydrated asteroids in the outer belt (Fornasier et al. 2014). This limit corresponds to
the condensation line of water in the protoplanetary disk, which gave birth to the Solar
System. It is referred to as the “ice-line” or “snowline” in the literature. Most models of disk
evolution, however, predict that the snowline rapidly moves inwards as the disk cools down,
long before the gas is dissipated. Therefore, the low amount of water in the Earth, Mars and
most of the asteroid belt is difficult to explain.

Morbidelli et al. (2016) propose a solution to this apparent paradox. They first calculate
that the radial motion of the gas towards the star is faster than the inwards motion of the
snowline, effectively preventing direct condensation in the inner Solar System. Therefore,
water can only be brought into the inner Solar System by the inwards radial drift of icy
solid particles condensed at larger heliocentric distances. This process will however be in-
hibited by filtering from the proto-Jupiter, as soon as it reaches a mass of 20 Earth masses.
Morbidelli et al. (2016) propose that this occurred when the snowline was at a heliocentric
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distance of 3 AU, thus efficiently preventing the hydration of all bodies closer to the Sun.
Sato et al. (2016) propose an alternative scenario involving a rapid depletion of icy pebbles
before the snowline starts migrating across the inner Solar System. This scenario is consis-
tent with some of their simulations in the case of a rather small disk. They conclude that
both scenarios are equally probable and that future studies and observations will be required
to favour one or another.

The rapid growth of solid agglomerates in a size range of a few centimetres up to one me-
ter, referred to as “pebbles” (Lambrechts and Johansen 2012) and its consequences for the
early evolution of the outer Solar System have become very popular topics in the literature,
being invoked in explanations to some of the outstanding issues and paradoxes in models
of disk evolution and planetary systems formation (Lambrechts et al. 2014). In particular,
this “pebble accretion scenario” provides an explanation for the formation of gas giants by
enabling the rapid accretion of large cores before the gas has dissipated from the disk (Lam-
brechts and Johansen 2014; Levison et al. 2015a). As mentioned in the previous paragraphs,
it is also involved in plausible scenarios that can explain the depletion of water in the inner
Solar System. Water, in the form of ice, plays a key role in the pebble accretion scenario, in
two ways:

– First, the growth of the pebbles by accretion of smaller agglomerates of dust and ice can
be strongly influenced by the “stickiness” of water, which is a direct consequence of the
peculiar properties of the water molecule (Sect. 2.1). This has been studied experimen-
tally by Gundlach and Blum (2015) who found a threshold velocity for micrometre-size
water ice particle ten times higher than for particles of the same size and shape made of
silica. Therefore, the rate of growth of the pebbles, a key parameter in the models, will be
influenced by the amount and properties of the ice.

– Second, the water ice within the pebbles will strongly affect their evolution as they drift
inwards and cross the ice-line. Some scenarios invoke the disruption of the larger pebbles
in smaller particles as a consequence of ice sublimation to explain the small size of the
terrestrial planets (Levison et al. 2015b). The fate of a pebble upon sublimation of the
water ice remains however a completely open question and is probably highly dependent
on unconstrained parameters such as the bulk porosity of the particles, the size of the dust
and ice agglomerates, and the way they are mixed. Experiments are certainly required
to better assess the evolution of pebbles that cross the ice-line. Beyond experiments and
models, the study of comets is probably the best opportunity to learn about the role of
water ice during the early phases of the disk evolution as cometary nuclei are assumed to
consist of relatively pristine icy material, at least in their interior, possibly preserving the
structure of the icy pebbles.

2.1.2 Evolutionary Surface Processes Involving Water Ice

Water in its solid state dominates the surfaces of most of solid bodies in the outer Solar
System. Both liquid water and ice have played key roles in the evolution of the icy moons,
often similar to the role played by the silicates dominant in the inner Solar System. Solid-
state convection, ice diapirism, tectonism and cryo-volcanism have shaped the surfaces of
the icy moons over large scales.

Sublimation and condensation of water ice at or near the surface of various bodies can
strongly influence the evolution of their surface shape. Surface features and textures shaped
by sublimation have been observed at the surfaces of terrestrial planets, comets, icy satellites
and Pluto. On the two terrestrial planets with atmosphere and ice-covered surface areas, the
Earth and Mars, the amount and nature of contaminants found in the ice deposits in polar
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areas are reliable tracers of past climate changes (Becerra et al. 2017). Water, both in liquid
and solid phase, can also be a very powerful agent of erosion on planets with an atmosphere
and an active water cycle. Glaciers for instance carve valleys of variable size and shape
depending on the parameters of the flow (Hauber et al. 2011). On the surfaces of comets but
also other larger icy objects, peculiar features such as penitents (Lliboutry 1954), pinnacles
(White et al. 2016), troughs, pits, suncups, circular and scalloped depressions (Lefort et al.
2010) are all interpreted to be shaped by the sublimation of ice, either in vacuum or in a dry
atmosphere. At smaller scale, many bulk physical properties of the desiccated surface layer
of these objects, such as density, porosity, tortuosity but also the mechanical and thermal
properties that derive from those are controlled by the modalities of the sublimation of the
ice.

The visible “activity” of comets is the most spectacular expression of ice/dust segrega-
tion processes at play in today’s Solar System. The gas formed by the sublimation of the
cometary ices, mostly H2O, CO2 and CO escapes the surface with high velocity, dragging
with it some of the cometary dust that was previously intimately mixed or embedded into
the ice. Because of the low thermal conductivity of porous cometary material, ices of water
and more volatile elements can survive in the interior of the nucleus even at very low he-
liocentric distances. As a result, mixing between dry material from the inner Solar System
and volatile-rich material from the outer Solar System still occurs today, although at a much
lower rate than when terrestrial planets form. Water ice and organics can be transported
and deposited by this process through the entire inner Solar System, all the way to Mercury
where they are observed to accumulate in polar shadowed craters (Sect. 2.2.2). Depending at
which heliocentric distance and at which depth in the subsurface it occurs, the sublimation
of the ice can produce geomorphological changes over very different timescales. Meters of
material can be lost within a couple of months, strongly affecting the overall shape and sur-
face features of the nucleus, sometimes leading to its complete disruption (Steckloff et al.
2015). In addition to dust, large blocks of material can be levitated and either escape the low
gravity field of the comet or fall back at other places on the surface.

At smaller scales and depths, surface chemistry involving water ice affects the composi-
tion of the surface. Chemistry in ice phase triggered by cosmic rays and far-UV radiation is
a very important topic for the formation and evolution of organics in the interstellar medium
(ISM) and is the subject of an abundant literature reporting on the results of laboratory ex-
periments performed on thin films samples (Nuth et al. 2006; Öberg et al. 2009; Strazzulla
et al. 2011). As soon as the accretion starts however, the importance of these processes will
decrease as the energetic radiations cannot penetrate deep in the surfaces and chemistry will
be limited to surficial layers. The effects of water ice bombardment by energetic particles
and radiation can still affect the albedo and colour of surfaces in the outer Solar System by
either physical or chemical processes.

Surface sputtering by ions of various energies is a major cause of erosion of the icy
surfaces. In addition to sputtering, the incident ions are able to either cause damage in the
crystalline lattice of the ice leading to amorphisation of the ice (Strazzulla et al. 1992),
or on the contrary to induce crystallization and grain growth (Moore and Hudson 1992)
depending on their energy and the state of the ice. Either darkening and reddening of the
ice or brightening have been observed as a result of ion irradiation (Sack et al. 1992). Ions
as well as electrons and energetic photons can break bonds in the ice and create radicals,
triggering chemical reactions between the ice and its contaminants and/or the implanted
ion. Photolysis and radiolysis are the two processes at play, distinguished by their excitation
energy, lower or higher than the ionization energy, respectively. Gaseous reaction products
can be trapped in amorphous ice and later released during the crystallization of the ice.
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The formation of a crust of dark and red complex organics by these processes is thought to
dominate the evolution of the visible surfaces of most of the small bodies in the outer Solar
System (Brunetto et al. 2006).

Note that if the presence of salts in soils is often interpreted as indicative of a past pres-
ence of liquid water, there might sometimes be alternative possibilities. In particular, it has
been shown in laboratory experiments that the formation of calcium carbonate is possible in
the absence of condensed liquid water, by interaction between the gas and water adsorbed
at the surface of the solid grains (Garenne et al. 2013). The “quasi-liquid” behaviour of ad-
sorbed water has also been mentioned in a number of other studies for various processes,
including erosional processes and habitability (Stoker et al. 2010).

Despite its tremendous importance and decades of research, the question of the origin of
water on terrestrial planets is still an open question. It is possible that inner rocky planets
have formed essentially dry and the small amounts of volatiles present on some of them
were probably brought later by impact from hydrated and/or icy objects formed in the outer
Solar System (Albarède 2009). This process is still active today, although at a much lower
rate than earlier in the history of the Solar System, and explains the presence of ice in
permanently shadowed areas at the surface of atmosphereless objects. Some results from the
Rosetta mission place constraints on how much water could have been brought to Earth by
Jupiter-family comets (Altwegg et al. 2015; Marty et al. 2017) and measurements of the D/H
ratios in comets from other families also point to a minor contribution from these objects
to terrestrial water. Other reservoirs such as water from hydrated asteroids and protoplanets
from the outer asteroid belt must therefore be considered. Although the amount of volatiles
brought to the inner Solar System was small, its effects were major, triggering large scale
transformations that changed the entire surfaces of the Earth and Mars and enabling the
emergence of life on at least the first of these two planets.

2.2 Remote Sensing of Water Ice

2.2.1 Detection and Characterization of Water Ice by Remote Sensing

Mapping the current occurrence of water ice in the Solar System and characterizing its
properties through remote sensing provides new insights into its role in various aspects of
the formation and evolution of the Solar System described in Sect. 2.1. A number of remote
sensing techniques (see Table 1) are regularly used on orbital missions to assess the presence
of water at or below a planetary surface and characterize its state and properties. Most of
them are based on the interaction of electromagnetic radiations with the regolith, spanning
the whole spectrum from radio waves to gamma rays. Table 1 provides a summary of these
different remote sensing techniques. Beside methods based on the interaction between an
electromagnetic field and the surface materials, other techniques exist that can provide in-
formation on water in planetary regoliths. Neutron spectroscopy is a widely used passive or
active technique to retrieve quantitative measures of the hydrogen content of the close sub-
surface. The technique is based on the emission of high-energy, or “epithermal” neutrons
within the first meter of the regolith. These fast neutrons strongly interact with the nuclei of
hydrogen atoms, losing their energy by thermalisation and producing “thermal neutrons”.
Therefore, the measured ratio between thermal and epithermal neutrons is proportional to
the bulk hydrogen content in about the first meter below the surface. In addition, it is worth
noting the possibility of producing compositional maps from surfaces by directly measuring
actual atoms, ions or molecules sputtered from
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planetary surfaces. Although this not properly speaking a remote sensing technique, as
it is based on an actual measurement using a mass spectrometer, it can be used to map the
composition of surfaces in the same way as electromagnetic methods and provide highly
complementary information, especially in identifying minor species (Vorburger et al. 2015).

Understanding the physics of the interaction between the electromagnetic field and the
particulate surface is thus a requirement to analyse these remote sensing datasets quantita-
tively. Some of the physics involved is common to most or all of these techniques but the
scales of the relevant parameters are highly dependent on the wavelength. This is the case of
the scattering that is an important physical process in both optical and radio domains. The
size of the particles or structures that cause the scattering is proportional to the wavelength
and will thus be of the order of micrometres in the case of optical methods and of cen-
timetres to hundreds of metres in the case of radar techniques. Similar scaling factors also
apply to the penetration depths, leading to a strong complementarity between different re-
mote sensing techniques able to probe different depths below the surface. Our experimental
activities (Sect. 4) have mostly concentrated on the visible and near-infrared spectral range
so far, but are now diversifying into other domains. VIS-NIR remote sensing is thus treated
in more detail in this section whereas other techniques are addressed more succinctly.

Water-Electromagnetic Field Interactions One of the basic inputs for all scattering
models are the optical constants, or complex spectral refractive indices of the components.
In the optical domain, the optical constants of water ice (Warren and Brandt 2008) are dom-
inated by the fundamental, harmonic and combination modes of the vibrational transitions
of the water molecule (Banwell 1983). The water molecule itself interacts differently with
the electromagnetic field depending on the spectral domain but shows interactions over the
totality of the spectrum. In fact, because the interaction of water with electromagnetic radi-
ation is so strong, the most useful spectral domains to study water by remote sensing are the
ones where its absorption if the lowest. In the visible spectral range (0.4–1 µm), the absorp-
tion of water is the lowest over the entire electromagnetic spectrum, but still not completely
negligible, increasing from the blue (minimum at 418 nm for liquid water, Pope and Fry
1997) to the red.

Except for the Earth, to which it gives its characteristic blue colour, this effect is not
observed in the Solar System because of the long optical path length and the high purity re-
quired. The extremely low absorption in the visible range is however responsible for the high
albedo of fine-grained water ice that often provides the best possibilities for its detection and
mapping at high spatial resolution. Note however that the presence of water, either liquid or
as ice in the interstices of a soil leads to a drastic reduction of the reflectance. Two differ-
ent explanations are generally invoked to explain this observation: internal total reflection
within the film of water that coats the grains (Angstrom 1925) or increase of the transmis-
sion of light to the grains because of the intermediate refraction index of water between the
one of the vacuum or air and the one of the grains (Twomey et al. 1986). Therefore, the
presence of ice on a planetary surface can have totally opposite effects depending on how
the ice is mixed with the other components of the surface.

Water displays much more specific signatures in the near-infrared range (1–5 µm) with
various absorption due to overtones and combinations of the fundamental vibration modes
of the H2O molecule. The resulting absorption bands observed in the light reflected from
planetary surfaces permit the distinction between water ice and other ices such as carbon
dioxide or nitrogen, which is not possible in the visible range. The positions, strengths and
shapes of the bands are also sensitive to the crystallinity of the ice, its temperature and
the size of its grains. Near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy and hyperspectral imaging are
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therefore among the most useful techniques for the identification and characterization of
water ice on planetary surfaces. This is true as well in the case of liquid water that displays
even stronger absorption bands, at slightly different positions than the ice.

Very strong absorptions occur in the ultraviolet (10–400 nm) and mid-far infrared
(5 µm–1 mm), due to electronic transitions and fundamental vibrations modes of the water
molecule, respectively. As the resulting absorption bands get saturated for even low amounts
of water and as the light fluxes from either reflected solar light or thermal emission are low,
these spectral domains are of limited interest for studying the surfaces or water-rich objects
and near-infrared is systematically preferred. The situation is different if water is a minor
constituent as the strong absorptions can permit its identification and quantification. Of par-
ticular interest for that purpose are the strong absorptions at 165 nm in the far ultraviolet and
at 6 µm in the mid-infrared.

The absorption of water decreases steadily as the wavelength increases from the far-
infrared (hundreds of µm) to the microwave (millimetre and centimetre waves) and the radio
domain (meters to hundreds of metres waves). However, a strong contrast of dielectric con-
stant develops between the liquid water and the solid ice. At radar wavelength, the real
dielectric constant of pure liquid water is about 80 whereas the one of hexagonal ice is
about 3 (Heggy et al. 2001, 2012). The dielectric constant is also directly proportional to the
porosity of the material and radar data can thus be used to assess the porosity of icy surfaces
and subsurfaces.

Detection of Ice in the Visible and Near-Infrared Visible imaging is based on the col-
lection of Solar light reflected from the surface of an object by an optical instrument. Except
for very few particular cases, the reflection of the solar light by a particulate planetary sur-
face is purely diffuse and the dominant physical process is scattering. The scattering process
can be represented as a sum of surface and volume interactions between the light rays and
the solid particles. At each interface between a grain and the ambient medium, vacuum or
atmosphere, part of the light is reflected by the surface and part of it is refracted within the
grain through which it can be partly or totally absorbed or transmitted. Surface reflection and
refraction is controlled by the refraction index n, whereas the absorption is quantified by the
extinction index k. Refraction and extinction index are the real and imaginary indices, re-
spectively, of the optical constants, more generally referred to as dielectric constants in other
regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.

This simple description of the scattering process is already sufficient to identify the main
parameters that control the reflection of light and intuitively understand their role. Changing
the size of the grains will mostly affect their surface to volume ratio, and thus the relative in-
fluence of the reflection and absorption of photons by the grains through changes in the mean
optical path length of the photons between their entrance and their exit from the regolith.
As a consequence, the intrinsic optical signatures of the material will be more strongly ex-
pressed if the grains are large than if the grains are small. The absorption index of water is
very slightly increasing from the blue to the red region of the visible spectrum. This gives
a blue colour to the light reflected by ice, which can only be perceived if the optical path
length of the photons exceeds one meter, as can be the case in the pure and compact ice of
terrestrial glaciers. Water ice with small grains such as snow or frost results in very short
optical path lengths, which won’t permit the expression of the absorption properties of water
and will thus appear completely white.

Changing the incidence and the emission direction will also generally strongly affect the
reflectance of the surface. One of the most important processes that control the dependence
of reflectance on the bidirectional geometry is the “shadow hiding”, which is also easy to
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Fig. 1 Illustration of the Hapke model with identification of the key parameters that control the calculated
reflectance of the surface. See Table 2 for definitions of the parameters

apprehend intuitively. In a porous regolith with opaque or semi-transparent grains, the grains
of the uppermost layer cast shadows on the deeper grains. The length of the shadows depends
directly on the phase angle, the angle between the incidence and emission directions. In the
case of an observation in the opposition geometry, for which the incidence and emission
directions are the same, no shadows are visible and the measured reflectance is maximal. As
the phase angle increases, more shadows are visible and the reflectance decreases. This effect
is known as the Shadow Hiding Opposition Effect (SHOE) and is observed on nearly all
planetary surfaces. Large-scale topography can have similar effects, by generating shadows
at scales unresolved by the observation.

The Hapke Model The most widely used reflectance model in planetary sciences is the
one developed over three decades by Hapke and described in a series of books and papers
published between 1981 and 2012 (Hapke 1981; Hapke and Wells 1981; Hapke 1984, 1993,
2002, 2005, 2008, 2012). It relates the radiance scattered from a planetary surface to a series
of parameters, generally referred to as the “Hapke parameters” (Table Hapke, Fig. 1), that
describe the scattering of the light by individual particles and, depending on the version,
the macroscopic roughness of the surface and its bulk porosity. All of these parameters are
included in a model based on the theory of radiative transfer, building upon extensive work
by Chandrasekhar (1950) to describe the scattering of light in a porous medium composed
of independent solid particles in contact.

The solution used by Hapke is not exact but uses approximations to simplify the prob-
lem. Some approximations made in earlier versions of the model have later been replaced by
either exact or more accurate solutions. This is in particular the case of the Ambartsumian-
Chandrasekhar H-functions, which are approximated in a more accurate way since the 2002
version of the model (Hapke 2002). In the same paper, Hapke also introduced a more ac-
curate representation of the multiple scattering terms. Previous versions of the model only
considered isotropic scatterers for the multiple scattering terms whereas the single-scattering
term was calculated exactly. This earlier version of the model is known as the Isotropic Mul-
tiple Scattering Approximation (IMSA). Although the new version is more exact, most users
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Table 2 Parameters of the Hapke model. See Fig. 1 for illustrations of the definition and role of the parameter

Parameter Symbol Description Comment

Single scattering albedo ω Ratio between the total
scattered radiation and the
total absorbed radiation by one
particle

Single scattering phase
function

(b, c) Angular distribution of the
light scattered by one isolated
particle

Various formulations can be
used. A popular one is the
2-terms Henyey-Greenstein
function.

Mean slope angle θ Quantifies the roughness of the
surface.

The slope distribution is
assumed to be isotropic

Porosity p The bulk porosity of the
sample

Introduced in 2008

Shadow Hiding
Opposition Effect (SHOE)

Bs, hs Opposition effect due to the
self-shadowing of particles in
the sample. Described by the
amplitude and width of the
peak.

No dependence on
wavelength

Coherent Backscattering
Opposition Effect (CBOE)

Bc, hc Opposition effect due to
coherent interactions between
photons scattered along the
same path in opposite
directions. Described by the
amplitude and width of the
peak.

Dependent on wavelength.
See Hapke (2002).

of the model are still using the IMSA version today, as it is much faster to calculate and as
the differences between the IMSA and the new version are negligible for all surfaces except
the very bright ones.

Indeed, each individual particle of matter scatters light in an anisotropic way. This has
been modelled by Mie for the ideal case of spherical isolated particles with sizes compa-
rable to or larger than the wavelength of the light (Mie 1908). The Mie solution is a two-
lobes function, with a forward and a backward lobe. The ratio between the intensities of
the forward and the backward lobe increases with the size of the particles. The Mie solu-
tions are exact but not always analytical, which implies the use of numerical methods to
use this model. In addition, the exact solution is restricted to isolated spherical particles,
which makes it relevant for atmospheres but not for surfaces. Other representations of the
single scattering by particles are thus generally used when analysing data from surfaces, the
Henyey-Greenstein function (Henyey and Greenstein 1941) being the most popular. This is
a purely empirical and analytical function and its parameters are generally set as free pa-
rameters in a model to fit measured data. Different versions exist with one, two, or three
parameters. The most widely used is the two-parameters version that allows the definition
of a forward and a backward lobe with variable relative intensities, as in the Mie theory,
and a single and variable width parameter that applies to both lobes. The description of the
scattering of light by the individual particles is completed by the definition of the single
scattering albedo (SSA) that quantifies the ratio between the total scattered radiation and the
total absorbed radiation by one particle.
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The “macroscopic roughness” of the surface, defined as the roughness at all scales larger
than a few times the size of the grains, has a strong effect on the reflectance at moderate
to high phase angle. The influence of large-scale roughness is derived in an approximated
way by Hapke (1984). The rough surface considered is made of facets with a Gaussian slope
distribution function. The mean slope angle, theta-bar, is the single parameter used to de-
scribe this slopes distribution. It is the mean slope angle over all distances, from a few times
the particle sizes up to the resolution of the detector. This can represent a very large range
of scales, from less than a millimetre to kilometres in some cases, spanning more than six
orders of magnitude. The derivation of the effect of roughness involves other assumptions.
The mean slope angle must be small: no vertical scarps or overhangs are considered. The re-
flections of light from one facet to another are neglected, which is only valid for low surface
albedo and/or low roughness. The slope distribution is independent of the azimuth angle.
This is generally true but there are some exceptions such as fields of aligned dunes and in
general topography generated by dominant winds from a particular direction.

Although it has long been noticed experimentally that the porosity has an effect on the
bidirectional reflectance, it is only in 2008 that this parameter was introduced in Hapke’s
model (Hapke 2008). Predictions from the updated model show good consistency with ex-
perimental data.

One of the most well-known photometric effects is the opposition effect, the increase of
the reflectance as the phase angle decreases. It is observed on the surfaces of most solid
objects of the Solar System and nearly every particulate sample in the laboratory. A rela-
tively simple explanation to this effect by the Shadow Hiding Opposition Effect (SHOE)
was mentioned earlier. Another mechanism susceptible to contribute to the opposition ef-
fect is the Coherent Backscattering Opposition Effect (CBOE) that results from constructive
interferences between two rays propagating along the same optical paths but in opposite di-
rections. Despite the apparent simplicity of these two explanations to the opposition effect,
they do not appear in the approximate solutions to the radiative transfer equations used in
the Hapke model. Ad-hoc additions to the model designed to account for these effects are
thus implemented, which is one of the strongest criticisms found in the literature against the
model (Shkuratov et al. 2012). It is acknowledged by Hapke (2013) that “The expression for
the coherent backscatter opposition effect (CBOE) is undoubtedly the weakest part of the
H-model” and that “the CBOE is poorly understood”.

Even if they do not appear in Hapke’s formalism, physical explanations and numerical
solutions for the coherent backscattering actually exist, such as the one proposed by Shkura-
tov and Helfenstein (2001), Shkuratov et al. (2002), Muinonen (2004) and Muinonen et al.
(2012). Note that the results of Muinonen et al. (2012) contradict two hypotheses often made
about the coherent backscatter opposition effect: this effect, as multiple scattering in gen-
eral, is not restricted to bright surfaces and it can be sensitive on a range of phase angles of
10° to 20°, much wider than what is generally assumed.

2.2.2 Summary of Relevant Solar System Observations

In this section, we list and comment the observations of water ice associated to contami-
nants of various nature at the surfaces of different Solar System objects that are the most
relevant for the experiments we conduct in the laboratory. The list is not exhaustive and is
rather a subjective selection of the observations that have stimulated or will stimulate our
experimental work and/or observations that our work could help to better interpret.
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Mercury and the Moon The floors of some craters close to the poles of Mercury remain
permanently shadowed and only receive minute amounts of light scattered from the sur-
rounding crater rims. In these conditions, the soil temperature remains well below 100 K at
the surface and water ice is stable for billions of years (Paige et al. 2013). Water brought
to the surface by impacting asteroids and comets can migrate toward the poles and be cold-
trapped in permanent shadowed craters. The situation is similar on the Moon (Schorghofer
2014; Prem et al. 2015). Evidence for polar ice on Mercury was first obtained from radar
Earth-based observations in the form of strong and highly unpolarised reflections (Harmon
and Slade 1992; Slade et al. 1992) long before data from the first orbital mission to Mercury,
Messenger, confirmed its presence (Neumann et al. 2013; Lawrence et al. 2013). At the cen-
timetric wavelengths used, the reflection of the radio wave is influenced by the properties
of the first tens of centimetres to meters below the surface. The Mercury Laser Altimeter
(MLA) of NASA’s Messenger mission provided precise topographic data of the North polar
area that were used to calculate the evolution of the Solar illumination and determine the
locations where water ice is thermodynamically stable (Paige et al. 2013). The calculated
map of near-surface ice stability shows a remarkable consistency with the Earth-based radar
observations. In addition, MLA was able to measure the surface reflectance of the radar-
bright surfaces at the 1064 nm laser wavelength. High values of reflectance were observed
in the southern portion of crater Prokoviev, one of the largest permanently shadowed areas.
It is thus hypothesized that water ice is exposed at the surface in this region, in agreement
with the thermal model. Other areas showing strong radar reflectivity but located at lower
latitudes appear dark to MLA with a surface reflectivity lower by a factor of 2 to 3 than
the average reflectance of Mercury. In these regions, water ice is thermally unstable at the
surface but stable below a 10 cm-thick layer of desiccated material providing thermal insu-
lation. It is hypothesized by Neumann et al. (2013) that the surface dark deposits are rich in
organic material. Both the water ice and the organics are brought to the surface of Mercury
by comets or volatile-rich asteroids. Another instrument of Messenger, its Gamma-Ray and
Neutrons Spectrometer (GRNS) also provides evidence for water ice by detecting hydrogen
in the first meter below the surface over the north polar region (Lawrence et al. 2013). Due to
its very elliptical orbit, only the North pole of Mercury could be studied in detail by Messen-
ger. Analyses of the south polar regions will be performed in 2024 by ESA’s BepiColombo
Mercury Planetary Orbiter (MPO) spacecraft equipped in particular with the BEpi-Colombo
Laser Altimeter (BELA, Thomas et al. 2007).

The case of the Moon seems relatively similar to the one of Mercury at first glance. The
presence of water ice at some depth in the soil is attested by both radar (Spudis et al. 2010)
and neutron (Miller et al. 2012) instruments, although the radar data might be affected by
the roughness of the surface, which makes the identification of ice from this technique only
tentative (Thompson et al. 2011; Eke et al. 2014). No strong and systematic brightening of
the floor of polar craters is detected however. A noticeable increase of the reflectance of the
floor and interior walls of Shackleton crater is observed but is unlikely to be caused by the
presence of ice at the surface (Zuber et al. 2012). A maximum amount of 22 wt% of H2O
ice mixed within the regolith is derived from this observation. Recently, the re-analysis of
infrared spectroscopic data collected by the M3 instrument of ISRO’s Chandrayan spacecraft
showed the presence of water ice within permanently shadowed craters at latitudes larger
than 75° in both hemispheres. The estimated amount of water ice mixed intimately with the
regolith is of the order of 30 wt% (Li et al. 2018). The attested presence of water ice excites
prospects for future in-situ resource utilization.

Mars Water in its liquid and/or solid form was once abundant at the surface of Mars (Carr
and Head 2015) but today’s surface is mostly dry with the largest visible accumulations of
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water ice at the poles. Although CO2 dominates the atmosphere of Mars and can condense
to form the large seasonal caps that cover a large fraction of the surface, water has played a
major role in the geological history of the red planet and some of today’s surface reservoirs
of water ice play a significant role in the Martian climate.

In summer, as all the seasonal CO2 ice has sublimated, a large amount of relatively pure
water ice can still be observed over the North pole. The visible bright ice constitutes the
most surficial of a >3 km-thick and >1000 km-wide stack of icy layers. The ice-to-dust
ratio of the layers, which controls their brightness and colour as well as their resistance to
erosion, is seen to vary cyclically. These variations appear correlated to past changes in the
orbital parameters of Mars, suggesting an astronomical forcing of the climate (Becerra et al.
2017). In the southern hemisphere, another permanent cap of similar dimensions is found
over the pole but the ice is almost entirely hidden by a thin layer of dust. Water ice only
appears at the surface on the steep cliffs of the spiralling troughs (Bibring et al. 2004).

Although CO2 ice condensed from the major atmospheric gas constitutes the bulk of the
seasonal caps, H2O stills plays a significant role in the evolution of the Northern seasonal
cap as it recedes in Spring. Indeed, water ice is seen to progressively cover the layer of CO2

ice in early-mid spring, either because the minor amounts of H2O ice that were contained
in the CO2 ice accumulate at the surface while CO2 sublimates or because water vapour
condenses onto the CO2 ice to form a surficial layer of frost (Appéré et al. 2011). This layer
of water ice may prevent the seasonal cap in the northern hemisphere to develop a similar
activity as the seasonal cap in the southern hemisphere (Pommerol et al. 2013a, 2013b).

NASA’s Mars odyssey spacecraft carries a suite of gamma-ray and neutrons spectrom-
eters that measured the average chemical composition of the first meter below the surface,
including its hydrogen content (Feldman et al. 2004). From these data, a global map was
produced, showing the hydrogen content converted to a weight percent of equivalent water
assuming that all the hydrogen is in the form of H2O. High values of hydrogen content at
latitudes higher than about 60° in both hemispheres are indicative of the presence of a shal-
low permafrost, which is consistent with our understanding of the current stability zone of
ice in the subsurface (Schorghofer 2008) and the occurrence of surface features indicative of
ground ice (Mangold et al. 2004). High concentrations of hydrogen at equatorial and tropi-
cal latitudes are more puzzling and seem to indicate the presence of an unidentified hydrated
component at shallow depths.

The presence of water ice at high latitude, a few centimetres below the surface as in-
dicated by Odyssey’s instruments was later confirmed in-situ at one location by NASA’s
Phoenix lander that found a water ice table at depths between 5 and 18 cm below the surface
in good agreement with Odyssey’s estimates. Interestingly, the ice was clearly in excess of
the soil porosity, nearly pure at places, confirming as well the very high amounts indicated
by Odyssey’s instruments.

In addition to ground ice, frost and ground fog as well as higher water ice clouds and
snow precipitations were also observed at times of the mission (Smith et al. 2009). Prior
to the Phoenix observations, morning frost had been observed in-situ as well by the Viking
landers (Jones et al. 1979). Morning fog on Mars has also been observed by various orbiters
(for instance Möhlmann et al. 2009). Fog and frost are not only interesting as elements of
the diurnal and seasonal water cycle but can also be related to the presence of ice and liquid
water or water of hydration in the subsurface.

While Odyssey’s instruments and Phoenix observe a shallow ice table, a few centimetres
to decimetres below the surface, there are numerous direct and indirect evidences for deeper
subsurface ice. Most of the indirect evidences are geomorphologic, consisting in various
textures and features produced by the accumulation and sublimation of ice: mantled terrain,
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viscous flow features, pedestal craters, scalloped terrain, polygons. . . They are indicative of
accumulations of several decametres of ice-rich material under different climatic conditions
followed by partial or total sublimation under current climate. Water ice in some of these
features could be probed by the SHARAD sounding radar on Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter.
A radar reflectivity map produced by the MARSIS sounding radar of Mars Express could
also indicate the presence of large amounts of water ice below the plains surroundings the
North pole (Mouginot et al. 2012). Recent data from MARSIS also seem to indicate the
presence of liquid water below the southern permanent ice cap (Orosei et al. 2018). Finally,
direct optical observations of ice-rich layered deposits have been reported recently been
reported by Dundas et al. (2017).

Asteroids Telescopic surveys of asteroids have revealed a large diversity in their surface
spectro-photometric properties. The most abundant of all asteroids, of the C-type (Tholen
1984) display very dark and slightly reddish surfaces with specific spectral signatures of
aqueous alteration in the VIS-NIR spectral range (Fornasier et al. 2014). In addition to water-
of-hydration, a number of asteroids are suspected to have water ice at or below their surfaces,
in particular 24-Themis (Rivkin and Emery 2010; Campins et al. 2010) and 65-Cybele (Li-
candro et al. 2011) although an alternative explanation involving the presence of the mineral
goethite has been proposed for the case of 24-Themis (Beck et al. 2011). The largest known
asteroid, 1-Ceres, is known to emit plumes of water vapour into space (Küppers et al. 2014).
Detailed exploration by the Dawn mission revealed a very ice-rich crust and bright spots due
to high concentration of salts, likely the hydrated magnesium sulphate hexahydrite associ-
ated to ammonia-bearing clays (Nathues et al. 2015; De Sanctis et al. 2015a). These bright
deposits could be residues of the sublimation of brines erupted from the subsurface.

Comets Although the activity of comets is caused by the sublimation of ices, with H2O
often dominating, the surfaces of the nuclei observed so far from spacecraft or ground-based
telescopes display a very low visible albedo, in the range of 2 to 5 percent (Lamy et al. 2004;
Barucci et al. 2011). The volatile components are indeed strongly depleted at the surface due
to sublimation. The uppermost layer of the nucleus, which interacts with solar radiation,
is thus essentially composed of refractory organic and mineral matter. Two mechanisms
may be involved in the production and evolution of this surface mantle: persistence of a
sublimation lag after the ice has sublimated and/or accumulation of dust lifted up from the
surface by gas drag and later redeposited at a distant location (Thomas et al. 2015; Davidsson
et al. 2015).

The surfaces of known cometary nuclei are relatively homogeneous but some of them still
show significant variability in their surface albedo and spectral properties. In particular, the
nucleus of comet 9P/Tempel 1 displays regions about 30% brighter than surrounding areas
at visible wavelengths (Li et al. 2007, 2013). Infrared spectra obtained by the spectrometer
of the Deep Impact spacecraft indicate that the bright areas display in addition subtle but
clear spectral signatures of H2O ice at 1.5 and 2.0 µm. Inversion of these spectra indicates 3
to 6 wt% of H2O ice agglomerates at the surface with diameters in the range of 10 to 50 µm
(Sunshine et al. 2006). Observations of the nucleus of comet 103P/Hartley 2 by the same
spacecraft also showed regions of the nucleus with a reflectance about twice the average
reflectance of the surface and a bluer visible slope (Li et al. 2013). These observations, by
comparison with what has been observed on 9P/Tempel 1, are also indicative of the presence
of H2O ice at the surface in these regions (Sunshine et al. 2012).

Since the completion of the Rosetta mission, the nucleus of comet 67P/Churyumov-
Gerasimenko is the best-known cometary nucleus and observations of the passage at per-
ihelion of the comet have been particularly insightful for understanding the behaviour of
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water ice at the surface. Early observations by the OSIRIS visible imaging system and the
VIRTIS visible and near-infrared hyperspectral imaging system have revealed the occur-
rence of numerous metre-scale ice-rich patches homogeneously distributed over a typical
low albedo homogenous surface (Pommerol et al. 2015a, 2015b; Filacchione et al. 2016a,
2016b). The reflectance spectra measured by VIRTIS show very strong signatures of wa-
ter ice. Inverse modelling of these spectra indicates millimetre-sized pure water-ice grains.
The hypotheses favoured by the authors to explain the occurrence of these ice grains is the
growth of grains by vapour diffusion or sintering below the uppermost desiccated layer.

De Sanctis et al. (2015a, 2015b) showed the existence of a water cycle on the nucleus.
Ice sublimates from the surface as well as from the close subsurface within the thermal skin
depth. At night, the surface cools down, quickly stopping sublimation but the close sub-
surface remains warmer, inverting the temperature gradient. Ice continues sublimating from
the subsurface but part of the emitted vapour condenses at the surface, forming a surficial
layer of frost. This frost quickly sublimates when the Sun rises but is visible to VIRTIS
along the terminator. Fornasier et al. (2016) have studied the changes in the visible spectro-
photometric of the surface of the nucleus after its passage of perihelion. They observe a
significant change of colour, the surface becoming bluer overall. The favoured interpreta-
tion of this observation is that high activity around perihelion has cleaned the surface of
the nucleus from some of the accumulated dust, revealing fresher material below that still
contains some amount of water ice. Two large and bright ice-rich patches also appeared and
then vanished within ten days as the ice sublimated quickly. Finally, thin layers of water
frost are observed following shadows over different regions of the nucleus, illustrating again
the water cycle first described by De Sanctis et al. (2015a, 2015b).

Icy Moons With a few notable exceptions such as Io, Phoebe and Callisto, water ice dom-
inates most of the surfaces of the large icy satellites of the giant planets. Their surfaces look
remarkably different however, due either to differences in the properties of the ice itself or
the nature and amount of contaminants.

The surface of the satellites of Saturn has been characterized in detail by the remote
sensing instruments of the Cassini mission, in particular the VIMS instrument (Brown et al.
2004) that provided new insights into the composition of the surfaces (Scipioni et al. 2013,
2014). Enceladus displays the brightest surface in the entire Solar System with a bolomet-
ric Bond albedo of 0.85, corresponding to a surface composed of essentially pure water ice
(Pitman et al. 2010). As the surface reflects most of the solar radiation that it receives, its
temperature remains very low, of the order of 70 K (Hanel et al. 1982), preventing thermal
metamorphism of the ice. Close observations by different instruments on the Cassini space-
craft revealed a high activity at the south pole of the moon in the form of discrete jets of
material emitted along a network of warm, large and deep fractures informally referred to
as “tiger stripes” (Spencer et al. 2006; Spitale and Porco 2007; Nimmo et al. 2007). This
activity is responsible for the production of small ice particles that compose Saturn’s E-ring.
Some of these particles re-impact the surface of Enceladus and coat it. Over time, particles
of ice are observed to decrease in size because of mechanical weathering by microimpacts
and sputtering (Jaumann et al. 2008). The ice is mostly crystalline but amorphous ice is
observed over the young regions in between the tiger stripes, suggesting a mechanism to
actively produce amorphous ice either by intense radiative bombardment or fast freezing or
condensation of liquid water or water vapour, respectively (Newman et al. 2008).

The four large spherical moons Rhea, Dione, Thetys and Mimas show very high visible
albedo as well, but also some traces of contaminants responsible for subtle variations in the
albedo and colour of the surface (Scipioni et al. 2013, 2014). Iapetus, the third largest moon
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of Saturn presents a spectacular dichotomy in its surfaces properties. Its trailing hemisphere
and polar regions are bright, with an albedo of about 0.6, indicating a surface dominated
by ice. The leading hemisphere however is as dark as comets with an albedo lower than
0.05 and a red spectral slope. The origin of this dichotomy can be explained by sublimation
of the ice from the dust-contaminated regions that warm up by absorbing most of the solar
light and by recondensation of ice on the bright and cold regions of the surfaces. (Denk et al.
2010; Spencer and Denk 2010). The other small irregular moons show variable surface spec-
tra, indicative of variable amounts of dust mixed with water ice. The irregular moon Phoebe
shows particularly interesting surface properties with a generally very dark and reddish sur-
face punctuated by small local exposures of bright water ice, as well as carbon dioxide ice
(Hansen et al. 2012). These unusual surface properties as well as the orbital characteristic
of Phoebe have led to the hypothesis that it is a captured centaur, a family of minor planets
orbiting the Sun in between the orbits of the giant planets (Johnson and Lunine 2005).

The surfaces of two Galilean satellites, Europa and Ganymede are dominated by water
ice, but much less clean and pristine as the one found at the surface of the large spherical
moons of Saturn. Europa shows the younger and brighter surface with an albedo of 0.67 but
contrasted patterns of albedo and colour across its surface. Interestingly, some of the albedo
and colour patterns show a strong correlation with the geomorphology of the surface. This
is the case of the Linae, which are long and narrow dark and red streaks observed on a large
fraction of the surface and correspond to tectonic features that might transport warmer ice
from the interior to the surface. This leads to the possibility that the dark material observed
there is endogenic, possibly produced within Europa’s internal ocean. This material con-
tains hydrated compounds, possibly hydrated salts such as Mg- and Na-bearing sulphates or
carbonates, interpreted as possible evaporate deposits (McCord et al. 1998a,b). The surface
is however strongly contaminated by exogenic material, in particular sulphur emitted from
Io’s volcanoes. In addition, space weathering in the highly energetically environment of the
vicinity of Jupiter is very efficient and sputtering of the surface by electrons and ions is
likely to modify the material exposed at the surface. Carlson et al. (1999) have argued that
the hydrated compounds were more likely to be hydrated sulfuric acid produced by radiol-
ysis from sulphur polymers than the previously hypothesized sulphate and carbonates salts
(McCord et al. 1998a,b). It was also recently shown experimentally that the irradiation of
initially white sodium chloride by energetic electrons results in a change of colour of the salt
to a brown-yellow that resembles the colour observed in the Linae at the surface of Europa
(Hand and Carlson 2015; Poston et al. 2017).

One of the most noticeable surface features on Ganymede is the presence of bright and
extended (down to 40° latitude) polar caps that were explained by Khurana et al. (2007) as
a result of sublimation of the ice induced by ion sputtering and re-deposition as fine-grained
frost. Bright regions corresponding to heavily tectonized features are also observed (Belton
et al. 1996) but the process that produces and maintains the difference of albedo is unclear.
The surface of Callisto is highly contaminated by dark matter, sometimes totally masking the
signatures of water. The dark contaminant at the surface of Ganymede and Callisto shows
the signatures of Fe3+-bearing minerals as well as sulphur dioxide originating from Io’s
volcanoes but the exact composition remains uncertain (Showman and Malhotra 1999).

Near-infrared hyperspectral cubes of the surfaces of Europa, Ganymede and Callisto ob-
tained by the Near Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (NIMS) of Galileo were analysed to map
the occurrence of amorphous and crystalline water ice from the shape of the 3-µm absorption
band. The ice is predominantly amorphous on Europa and crystalline on Callisto whereas
both types of ice are observed on the surface of Ganymede. The spatial pattern observed
at the surface of Ganymede, the measured surface temperatures and the overall gradient of
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crystallinity with increasing distance from Jupiter indicate that the occurrence of crystalline
versus amorphous ice is controlled by a balance of thermal crystallization and amorphisa-
tion induced by radiation (Hansen and McCord 2004). Recent studies using ground-based
telescopes have however challenged this view, interpreting the spectra of the surface of Eu-
ropa as indicative of the presence of crystalline ice rather than amorphous (Ligier et al.
2016).

The moons of Neptune and Uranus are not as well studied as the ones of Jupiter and
Saturn, as no dedicated mission has ever orbited the two ice giants. Most of these satellites
show much lower albedos than the large moons of Jupiter and Saturn but still present the
spectral signatures of water ice in the near-infrared (Brown and Clark 1984; Brown 1983).
The only colour variability identified on the satellites of Uranus is that craters and impact
ejecta appear brighter and less red than the rest of the surface (Buratti and Mosher 1991).
Water ice was detected on the satellite of Neptune Nereid (Brown et al. 1998) but not on
Proteus.

Trans Neptunian Objects (TNO) Extensive surveys of TNOs have revealed an extreme
diversity of albedo, from 0.03 to 1, and a colour varying between red and almost neutral
(Lacerda et al. 2014). Some of the large TNOs with albedo close to 1 and neutral colour
are likely to be covered by nearly pure ices. Because of the very cold surface temperatures,
around and below 50 K, different ices can be stable including nitrogen, methane, ammonia,
carbon monoxide and dioxide in addition to water ice. Crystalline water ice has been iden-
tified by infrared spectroscopy on a few of these objects only, including Kuiper Belt Object
(50000) Quaoar (Jewitt and Luu 2004), the TNO 136108 (Merlin et al. 2007), (145453) 2005
RR43 (Pinilla-Alonso et al. 2007) and plutinos (90482) Orcus (Barucci et al. 2008) and 2004
DW (Fornasier et al. 2004). The majority of the TNOs seems to present a thick mantle of
complex organics at their surface masking the ice signatures (Brunetto et al. 2006). Brown
et al. (2012) provide a review of the observations of water ice in the Kuiper belt.

The flyby of Pluto and Charon by NASA’s New Horizons spacecraft in July 2015 pro-
vided a wealth of new information on these objects. The geological diversity found at the
surface of Pluto is certainly unexpected and the observation of apparently very young sur-
faces raises important questions on present sources of internal energy (Stern et al. 2015).
Although the surface is dominated by nitrogen ice, near-infrared data reveal local exposures
of water ice. It was already known before the New Horizons flyby that contrary to the sur-
face of Pluto, the surface of Charon is dominated by water ice. The flyby data reveal that
parts of the surface of Charon are relatively young as well, with a dichotomy of age and mor-
phology between the northern and the southern hemisphere and a very large canyon over the
boundary.

2.3 The IceLab/LOSSy Project—Motivations, History and Objectives

Our intentions to measure the spectro-photometric properties of well-characterized ice/dust
mixtures translated into the construction on a new laboratory at the University of Bern, en-
tirely focused on this objective. The development of the Ice Laboratory at the University of
Bern started in 2010 with the design and construction of a gonio-radiometer (Table 3) able
to work at negative temperatures based on a previous development, the Physikalisches Insti-
tut Radiometric Experiment (Gunderson et al. 2006, 2007; Gunderson and Thomas 2008).
In addition to being installed in a large laboratory freezer, the PHIRE design was improved
in many ways to enhance its performances and facilitate its use (Pommerol et al. 2011a,
2011b). Then, the scientific priorities of the laboratory were related to the Martian mission
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Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, the cometary mission Rosetta and the Mercury mission Bepi-
Colombo because of the involvement of the team in the visible imaging and laser altimetry
instruments on these missions.

In its initial form, the PHIRE-2 instrument was able to measure the bidirectional re-
flectance of a sample under a large variety of incidence, emission and azimuth angles.
A strong limitation however, was the impossibility to measure the reflectance at phase angle
below 4°. The most important late improvement to the PHIRE-2 setup was therefore the de-
velopment of a new detector head equipped with a beamsplitter, which allows us measuring
the reflectance at phase angle <1° (Jost et al. 2016).

Although the development of the new laboratory started with the construction of its main
measurement facility, it was recognized from the beginning that the production and char-
acterization of the samples would be the most challenging part of the project but also, by
many aspects, the most interesting scientifically. Of particular interest was the evolution of
samples exposed to conditions of low pressure and temperature. We have thus built next
to the PHIRE-2 instrument, the SCITEAS (Simulation Chamber for Imaging the Tempo-
ral Evolution of Analogue Samples) facility in which the samples could be exposed to
vacuum at low pressure to simulate sublimation under space conditions (Pommerol et al.
2015a, 2015b). The PHIRE-2 gonio-radiometer and the simulation chamber were designed
to permit the quick exchange of the samples between both facilities by using a standard
cylindrical sample holder (16 cm diameter, 25 cm height), which is used for all facilities in
the laboratory. The upper lid of the chamber was equipped with a large quartz window
and its bottom flange with a variety of electrical, mechanical and optical feedthroughs.
An original visible and near-infrared hyperspectral imaging system was built to moni-
tor the surface of the sample through the window. The hyperspectral imaging system can
be used to measure reflectance spectra of samples (see Figs. 7 and 8 in El-Maarry et al.
2015 for instance) or to simulate the signal that would be measured by colour imagers
by convolving the measured hyperspectral cubes by the spectral responses of the instru-
ments.

The first samples analysed in the IceLab were procured through collaborations with other
groups in Europe. Among the first samples measured on PHIRE-2 were some meteorite pow-
ders that provide interesting data for comparison with asteroid surfaces (Beck et al. 2012).
Following series of tests measurements with various forms of water ice (fresh snow, crushed
ice) that are easy to procure but of low relevance for planetary science, we have acquired
reflectance data on samples of micrometre-sized water ice produced using a setup devel-
oped at the University of Braunschweig (Gundlach et al. 2011b). The water ice produced
using this setup is interesting for two main reasons. First, it is representative of the water ice
present in different astrophysical environments, in particular the nucleus of comets or the
surface of active icy satellites. Second, the production procedure is repeatable and the setup
can be transported to be used in different facilities. This setup was used to produce the ice
used for measurements reported by Jost et al. (2013).

Two events have strongly affected the evolution of the project in terms of definition of
its scientific objectives and allocated resources since it started: the foundation of the Cen-
ter for Space and Habitability at the University of Bern in 2013 and the National Center
for Competence in Research (NCCR) PlanetS in 2014. In the framework of the CSH and
through collaboration with a team of biologists in Bern, we have started studying the re-
flectance properties of biotic and abiotic organic matter and define possible biosignatures
in the reflected light from planetary and exoplanetary surfaces. The first results were re-
cently published by Poch et al. (2017). In the framework of the NCCR PlanetS, we are
investigating the possibility to apply our experiments and data to the field of the origin
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Table 3 Instruments and facilities developed and/or used in the Ice Laboratory and by collaborators

Acronym Full Name Description Wavelength/
Spectral
range

Temperature
range

Pressure
conditions

Notable
capabilities

PHIRE-2 PHysikalisches
Institut
Reflectance
Experiment-2

A radio-
goniometer
used to
measure the
bidirectional
reflectance of
icy samples as
a function of
the incidence,
emission and
phase angle

400–1100
nm

240 K
ambient

Ambient
pressure

Optional setup
for measurements
at low phase
angle

SCITEAS Simulation
Chamber for
Imaging the
Temporal
Evolution of
Analogue
Samples

Simulation
chamber
equipped with
a hyperspectral
imaging system

380–2400
nm

100 K
ambient

10−6

mbar
–1 bar

Designed for
long sublimation
experiments

POLICES POLarimeter
for ICE
Samples

Full-stokes
polarimetry
with variable
incidence angle

400–800 nm 77 K
ambient

Ambient
pressure

An integrating
sphere is used for
high-sensitivity
characterizations
of the circular
polarization

OCTOPUS Optical
Coherence
Tomography
of Planetary
Ultracold
Samples

Commercial
OCT
instrument
(Thorlabs
Ganymede)
operated with
icy samples
through a
quartz window

930 nm 77 K
ambient

Ambient
pressure

3D imaging of
the surface and
subsurface of the
samples

Dielectric Epsimu Coaxial cell to
measure the
real and
imaginary part
of the dielectric
constant

50 MHz &
GHz

240 K
ambient

Ambient
pressure

Measurements
of porous
ice/dust mixtures
at low
temperature

MEFISTO MEsskammer
für FlugzeitIn-
Strumente und
Time-Of-Flight

Simulation
chamber
equipped with
a hyperspectral
imaging system

380–2400
nm

100 K
ambient

10−7

mbar–
1 bar

Bombardment
of the sample
surface by
electrons
and ions

of planetary systems. We have also developed new capabilities to measure polarization in
the reflected light from icy samples in response to the new thematic opened up by the two
centres.
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Indeed, until recently one important aspect of photometry had not been studied in the
Planetary Ice Laboratory: the polarization of the light. This was without doubt a gap in
our measurement capabilities that we have decided to fill by developing the POLarimeter
for ICE Samples (POLICES) setup (Poch et al. 2018). It consists of an accurate Stockes
polarimeter completed by a steerable light source setup and a cryogenic sample holder. Be-
yond our general scientific objectives, to which the POLICES setup will contribute greatly,
the setup was designed to fulfil two specific and new objectives. The first one is the mea-
surement of polarization in the reflected light from icy samples containing biotic and abiotic
organic matter. The goal is to assess the potential of visible circular polarization as a pos-
sible biosignature at the surface of icy moons and planets in the Solar System (Europe,
Ganymede, Enceladus) or in extrasolar planetary systems in the continuity of the work ini-
tiated by Poch et al. (2017). The second objective is the measurement of the polarized phase
curves of various ice/dust mixtures. These laboratory data should be useful for interpreting
recent observations of planets and protoplanetary or debris disks in visible polarized light
such as the ones recently acquired by SPHERE (Engler et al. 2017) and new observations of
the surfaces of Solar System objects and in particular the icy moons of Jupiter by the same
instrument.

In addition to our initial focus on the VIS-NIR spectral range, we have also started inves-
tigating the electrical properties of the icy samples at microwave wavelengths. This decision
was motivated by the strong complementarity between optical and radar/sub-mm techniques
in a variety of context. We proceeded through collaboration with specialists at the University
of Aix-Marseille who brought to our laboratory in Bern their setup to perform these mea-
surements (Brouet et al. 2016a). The experimental setup consists of a conical coaxial cell
connected to a vector network analyzer (Sabouroux and Ba 2011; Georget et al. 2014). As
described in Sect. 4.5, the characterization of the electrical properties of analogue materials
in the laboratory under controlled conditions is primordial to assess the technical perfor-
mances of radars (as Ground Penetrating Radars or bistatic radars), as well as to determine
the internal physical properties and composition of a planetary object from a radio instru-
ment onboard a spacecraft or onboard a rover, as they control the radiative transfer of the
radio waves in planetary media.

We have followed a similar approach to complement our series of optical measurements
with complementary data using various techniques through collaborations with teams of ex-
perts in the various domains. Most of the time and contrary to the previous example, the
measurements facilities cannot be moved and we rather transport the setups we have devel-
oped to produce the icy samples (see Sect. 3). That way, we have recently transported our
sample production facilities to two other laboratories in Bern to perform sputtering exper-
iments (Galli et al. 2016) and measurements of the dielectric permittivity at mm/sub-mm
wavelengths (150–210 GHz), complementing those previously performed at longer wave-
length in our laboratory. Two of the ice production setups were also transported to the Centre
Suisse d’Electronique et de Microtechnique (CSEM) in Neuchâtel to acquire cryo-Scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM) images of the samples at sub-µm resolutions that allowed us
to characterize their grain size distribution quantitatively and document the texture of the
surface of the grains as well as their evolution with time (Jost et al. 2016). Recently, three
ice production setups were transported to the Institut de Planétologie et d’Astrophysique de
Grenoble (IPAG) to acquire reflectance spectra in the mid-infrared, at longer wavelength
than what is possible in our laboratory in Bern.
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3 Sample Production and Characterization

3.1 Sample Production

3.1.1 The SPIPA Setups

Among our main objectives with this project was the development of a suite of reproducible
and well-characterized samples made of ice and dust mixed in different ways. Analogues for
the most refractory components of the dust and readily available and used. For instance, the
lunar and martian regolith analogues initially developed and distributed by NASA’s Johnson
Space Center, JSC1 (McKay et al. 1993) and JSC Mars-1 (Allen et al. 1997), respectively.
More recently, analogues for asteroid regolith have been proposed (Britt et al. 2017) and are
now distributed commercially (http://deepspaceindustries.com/simulants/).

More problematic are the provision and handling of the volatile and semi-volatile com-
ponents. Fine-grained ice samples cannot be easily stored and transported at the very low
temperature required for them to remain pristine, as they are prone to metamorphism. Semi-
volatile organic components are also often unstable at room temperature and many of them
are poisonous. The solution we have adopted to produce the water ice component of the
samples is to build portable machines that can produce the water ice samples in a repro-
ducible way. Rather than transporting the ice samples, the machines can be moved from one
laboratory to another and new samples prepared in-situ as needed. We refer to this machines
as the Setups for Production of Icy Planetary Analogues (SPIPA). These setups can be used
in two ways, either to produce pure water ice particles that can later be mixed with dust or
to produce particles consisting of a suspension of dust grains in a matrix of ice. We refer to
these two sorts of mixtures as inter- and intra-mixtures, respectively. We first describe the
setups here and how they are used to produce intra-mixtures before detailing the procedure
to prepare inter-mixtures of ice and dust. Electronic Supplementary Material 1 also lists the
hardware needed to re-build the SPIPA setups.

SPIPA-A The main concept of this setup is to nebulize liquid water and freeze the droplets
in a cold environment (Fig. 2, Table 4). Water is inserted in a small plastic cup and nebulized
from an ultrasonic generator below. It is possible to insert contaminants in the water as long
as they are soluble at room temperature (e.g. salts). According to the manufacturer, the
produced droplets have a diameter in the range of 0.47–6 µm. The nebula leaves the device
via an exhaust and is conducted through a large plastic tube (4 cm diameter).

The tube is guided into a slightly modified chest freezer. As the freezer can only cool
down to −40 °C, we place a small dewar with a massive copper plate on top inside the
freezer. It is (re-)filled with liquid nitrogen about half an hour in advance and sets the air
temperature to about −80 °C. This low temperature reduces thermal metamorphism of the
ice particles. A steel bowl is placed on the copper plate, in which the sample will accumulate.
To prevent condensed water inside the tube to drip directly into the accumulation bowl, the
tube is guided in two U-turns through the freezer. At the lowest point, we have cut a small
opening in the tube to release liquid water.

As the flow of the droplets is driven solely by gravity, it is necessary to leave in the
freezer cover a slit open during the production to avoid blocking the airstream inside the
tube. The slopes of the walls of the collection bowl play a similar role. The walls should not
be vertical to ensure a certain flow. With an optimized layout, the SPIPA-A setup is able to
produce about 50 g of sample material per hour. The particle sizes of fresh ice particles have

http://deepspaceindustries.com/simulants/
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Fig. 2 Schematics of the Setup
for the Preparation of Icy
Planetary Analogues—A
(SPIPA-A). This setup uses an
ultrasonic nebuliser to produce
liquid droplets a few micrometres
in size. The droplets are made of
water in which various molecules
can be dissolved. The droplets
freeze in cold air and sediment
into a metallic bowl kept at low
temperature by liquid nitrogen.
The icy particles produced are
spherical and have a mean
diameter of about 5 micrometres

a mean diameter of 4.54 ± 2.54 µm (Jost et al. 2016). The size distribution is log-normal
shaped.

Liquids with a viscosity close to the one of pure water (1 Cp; for example, water solu-
tions with salts, soluble molecules etc. in low concentrations) could be nebulized using the
SPIPA-A setup to produce particles of about 4.5 ± 2.5 µm. For security reason, because the
droplets smaller than 5 µm produced with this setup can be readily inhaled and deposited
in the lungs, the nebulization of potentially toxic liquid mixtures using SPIPA-A should be
made under an extractor hood and/or using special respiratory masks. Galli et al. (2016)
produced ice particles from deionized water containing 1 wt% of NaCl using this method.
To nebulize liquids with higher content of contaminants, and consequently higher viscosity,
we used the SPIPA-B and SPIPA-C setups.

SPIPA-B The SPIPA-B setup was originally designed for two purposes: first to pro-
vide spherical ice particles with larger diameters than the µm-sized particles produced by
SPIPA-A and second to permit the production of “intra-mixtures” from suspensions of solid
particles in water. To facilitate the suspension or dissolution of the contaminants into the
water, the liquid is mixed for several minutes using an ultrasonic mixer equipped with a
sonotrode (Fig. 3). This sonotrode, plunged into the liquid, transmits ultrasonic vibrations
causing acoustic cavitation resulting in a vigorous mixing. If the contaminants are partially
or totally insoluble in water, ultrasonic mixing will help to obtain a homogeneous suspen-
sion, via the break up and dispersion of dust aggregates in the liquid water. For SPIPA-B,
we used a Hielscher 200Ht ultrasonic unit equipped with a 7-mm diameter sonotrode to mix
tholins, which are made of water-soluble and insoluble organic molecules, with liquid water
(Poch et al. 2016). The parameters controlling the ultrasonication (intensity, time steps) can
be automatically adjusted and recorded, allowing the reproducibility of this mixing phase.
For instance, to suspend tholins particles in water, the intensity was fixed at the maximum
amplitude of the 7 mm sonotrode (100%) and the ultrasounds were delivered by steps of
0.5 seconds during one minute. Ultrasonication delivers a large amount of energy, result-
ing in heating of the liquid and possibly chemical reactions to occur. One thus has to take
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Fig. 3 Schematics of the Setup
for the Preparation of Icy
Planetary Analogues—B
(SPIPA-B). Droplets of a solution
of dissolved particles or
suspension of solid particles in
water are spread into liquid
nitrogen through the sonotrode of
a ultrasonic nebuliser. The icy
particles produced are spherical
and have a mean diameter of
about 70 micrometres

care not to alter the dust component chemically and structurally. During the mixing, a tem-
perature sensor connected to the ultrasonic unit can be plunged into the liquid to monitor
the temperature and maintain it below 30 °C. A fraction of the liquid can be collected and
dried to perform comparative analyses with non-ultrasoniccated dust to check a-posteriori
for possible alteration(s) of the contaminant by the ultrasonication. For example, we checked
via Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) that the structure of the tholins material was not
affected after ultrasonication in water described above.

Once prepared, the liquid-dust slurry must be continuously mixed to avoid sedimentation
and keep the mixture homogeneous, until it is nebulized. For this purpose, a magnetic stirrer
can be used with the vial containing the mixture hermetically sealed using Parafilm to avoid
evaporation or contamination.

Liquids with slightly higher viscosity than pure water and containing up to 10 wt% of
insoluble dust can be nebulized using the SPIPA-B setup. A plastic pipe is plunged into the
liquid mixture, maintained under stirring. This pipe is connected to a peristaltic pump that
slowly moves the liquid to a special hollowed sonotrode for ultrasonic spraying and nebu-
lization. We used the sonotrode S26d18S connected to the Hielscher 200Ht ultrasonic unit
with the amplitude of the ultrasounds at 100% and the time step of 0.5 second. When the
liquid injected in this sonotrode reaches the nozzle, it is dispersed in the form of droplets by
the ultrasonic vibrations. The ultrasonic generator and its sonotrode are placed in a freezer,
about 10 cm above an aluminium bowl (15 cm diameter) filled with liquid nitrogen so that
the water droplets produced by the sonotrode fall into it and are instantly frozen. Note that
the nozzle should be positioned slightly off the container to avoid the fall and freezing of
large droplets sometimes released by the sonotrode when the liquid flow increases. During
the production, care should be taken to maintain a high level of liquid nitrogen in the con-
tainer to avoid the formation of a crust made by the accumulation of ice particles on the
rims. The pumping and nebulization process can last for several minutes depending on the
volume of the liquid mixture. When nebulizing liquid mixtures containing 1 wt% of insol-
uble dust or more, clogging of the pipe and/or sonotrode may happen. To avoid clogging, it
is recommended to heat up the liquid mixture (up to 30 °C, using the heater of the magnetic
stirrer for example) and to remove the ultrasonic generator and sonotrode from the freezer
when not used. At the end of the production, the ice-dust particles can be used after total
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Fig. 4 Schematics of the Setup
for the Preparation of Icy
Planetary Analogues—C
(SPIPA-C). Droplets of a solution
of dissolved particles or
suspension of solid particles in
water are spread into liquid
nitrogen using a nebuliser nozzle
and compressed air. The icy
particles produced are spherical
and have very broad size
distribution with particles ranging
between a few micrometres and
hundreds of micrometes

evaporation of the liquid nitrogen in the container. This technique allows the production of
ice-dust “intra-mixture” spherical particles of 67 ± 31 µm in diameter.

SPIPA-C Both the SPIPA-A and SPIPA-B ice production setups are built around ultra-
sonic devices to produce water droplets that are then frozen. We have recently started exper-
imenting with a different technique to diversify the characteristics of the samples produced
and enable the productions of “intra-mixtures” (grains of dust included within the grains of
ice) with higher dust to ice ratios than what was possible with SPIPA-A and SPIPA-B. To
nebulize liquid slurries containing more than 10 wt% of contaminants or dust, or to produce
smaller ice-dust particles from liquids having up to 10 wt% dust or more, an air compress-
ing nebulizer should be used. SPIPA-C uses compressed air and a special spraying nozzle
to produced samples with variable size at a very high production rate (Fig. 4). The spraying
setup is connected to a peristaltic pump that provides the liquid. Changing the air pressure
and the liquid outflow rate from the pump allows us to produce samples with variable char-
acteristics. We have successfully tested the production of icy samples with up to one third
of dust by mass.

Similar to the SPIPA-B setup, a plastic pipe (Tygon R-3603) is plunged into the liquid
mixture, maintained under stirring, and connected to a peristaltic pump (PLP 2200, 0.07 to
2200 mL/min, equipped with the pump head PPH 103) moving the liquid to the nebulizer.
SPIPA-C uses a Flow Blurring Metal (FBM-2 mm) nebulizer from Ingeniatrics (Ingeniatrics,
SL, Seville, Spain) made of stainless steel, which can produce droplets of about 2 to 100 µm
from liquids of viscosity up to 145000 cP. The nebulizer is connected to a dedicated air
compressor system consisting of an oil-free compressor (DK50 10Z, from EKOM with a
10L tank and a maximum pressure of 8 bar) equipped with a water filter, a 3 µm dust pre-
filter, a sub-micrometric dust filter and a precision manometer to produce a continuous flow
of clean air at a controlled pressure. The nebulizer, clamped on a vertical stand, is positioned
on top of an aluminium bowl filled with liquid nitrogen, inside an insulated container (about
23 cm diameter). The distance from the nebulizer to the surface of the liquid nitrogen is
about 20 cm. To get a better focusing of the jet and limit the projections of liquid nitrogen
and water droplets, a piece of cropped plastic bottle can be connected to the output of the
nebulizer and positioned so that its end lies 1 cm below the surface of liquid nitrogen. During
the production, liquid nitrogen should be refilled inside the bowl to keep its level constant.
The gas flow is turned ON, then the liquid flow, for maximum 1 minute. After 1 minute,
the piece of plastic has to be cleaned from the deposition of ice particles and chunks that
prevent a permanent production. After cleaning, the production can start again. Once the
desired quantity of ice has been produced, the liquid nitrogen containing the particles is
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poured into a 800 µm metallic sieve, pre-cooled with liquid nitrogen in a second aluminium
bowl, to remove the big chunks of ice. Once sieved, the ice particles can be transferred in a
smaller bowl, possibly on a warm surface, to speed up the evaporation of the liquid nitrogen.

General Remarks Concerning the Preparation of SPIPA-A, B or C Intra-Mixtures
Note that the size of the ice particles produced by these methods depends on the controlled
parameters of each setup (liquid flow, ultrasound amplitude, time steps, air pressure) but
also on the viscosity of the nebulized liquid. Using the same set of parameters on a sample
more viscous than another may not produce identical particle size distributions. Here, the
particles sizes are given for liquid mixture having a viscosity close to 1 Cp (viscosity of pure
water).

Finally, when producing intra-mixtures of ice-dust particles using insoluble contami-
nants, the size of these contaminants must obviously be smaller than the average size of
the ice particles produced by the SPIPA-A, B or C setup respectively, to make sure the dust
particles are correctly included inside the ice particles.

3.1.2 Production of INTER-MIXTURES

Inter-mixtures—also intimate mixtures—are homogeneous mixtures of ice and dust at the
scale of the individual grains. The production of inter-mixtures is often challenging, since
the addition of dust into ice is likely to increase its temperature, and hence accelerate its
evolution. This is particularly the case when working with small particles of ice, like the
SPIPA A ones, and/or when using dusts with low albedo, since they absorb more incident
radiation. A fast working methodology is hence essential for a successful production of icy
inter-mixtures. Another key requirement is the homogeneity of the mixtures; the entire sur-
face of the sample has to present the same ice-to-dust ratio. Homogeneity of inter-mixtures
will mainly depend upon the grain size and the concentration ratio of the end-members.
End-members with similar size distributions will be easily mixed, and vice versa. At the
same time, a 1:1 inter-mixture will be easier to homogenise than a 3:1 one. Last but not
least, the reproducibility of the mixtures is imperative to carry out comparisons between ex-
periments. The protocols that we present guarantee the homogeneity and reproducibility of
inter-mixtures, as well as the preservation of the low temperature of the samples. Examples
of different studies involving intimate mixtures are (Yoldi et al. 2015; Poch et al. 2016 and
Jost et al. 2017a,b) (see Sect. 4).

Prior to the production of the ice, we weight and put, for each sample, the needed amount
of dust into aluminium bottles. We then put the bottles into a freezer (230 K), for at least
one hour per decigram of dust. Aluminium is a good thermal conductor even at low temper-
atures, which guarantees the cooling of the samples, and it is resistant enough to be plunged
directly into liquid nitrogen. The sample holders must be pre-cooled as well and we thus
generally keep them at 230 K for several hours in a freezer. Nevertheless, this process can
be accelerated by submerging the sample holders into liquid nitrogen. The production of ice
is fully automated and lasts about 30 minutes for an average ice production of 20–50 g of ice
(depending on its density). We use that time to prepare the working surface, which is typi-
cally composed of a weighing scale, a Vortex-Genie2 mixer and two cryogenic boxes with
liquid nitrogen. The aluminium bottles are introduced into one of the cryo-boxes, along with
a spoon and a spatula. Once the ice is ready, we take its container out of the freezer and in-
troduce it in the remaining cryogenic box. Liquid nitrogen keeps the ice at low temperature,
while the outgassing of N2 keeps the atmosphere dry. One by one, the bottles are put on the
weighing scale, filled with the corresponding mass of ice and put back into the box with liq-
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Fig. 5 Production of an
inter-mixture of ice and dust by
mechanical mixing on a vortex
mixer. The ice and dust are kept
at low temperature in an
aluminium bottle that is regularly
plunged into liquid nitrogen

uid nitrogen. Next, we proceed with the mixing by agitating the bottle on the mixer platform
at full speed (Fig. 5). This process is optimized by tilting the bottle 45° from the platform
plane. We introduce the cold spatula in the bottle, so that the particles collide against it and
form less agglomerates. We use the vortex during 10 s and plunge the bottle into LN2 for
another 10 s to avoid the warming up of the sample. This sequence is repeated three times.
As mentioned before, if the particles of ice and dust present different size distributions, the
mixing of high and/or low ice-to-dust ratios becomes challenging. In those cases, the pro-
tocol is slightly modified so that the components are mixed in steps close to 1:1 mass ratio.
For instance, when preparing a mixture of 9 g of SPIPA C with 1 g of a fine-grained dust,
we would first mix on the vortex 1 g of ice and 1 g of dust, then we would add and mix
2 g of ice to our 2 g mixture, and finally we would add the 6 remaining grams of ice to the
4 g of mixture. Once the mixing process is over, we move the cryo-box with the aluminium
samples back to the freezer and start the filling of the sample holders. Studies such as the
one carried by Pommerol et al. (2013b) have shown the influence of sample preparation in
reflectance measurements, and therefore the process of filling the sample holder will fully
depend on the aim of the study. A standard procedure would be pouring the content of the
aluminium bottle into the sample holder and carefully removing the excess of sample with a
spatula. It is up to the operator to decide whether further manipulations must be performed,
such as compaction or sprinkling of the sample.
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Fig. 6 CAD drawings of the
sample holder built for the
deposition of frost on substrates
made of sand and dust. For the
production of frost, the blue
cylinder is filled with liquid
nitrogen to cool down the violet
piece made of copper. The orange
part is covered by a thick piece of
insulating foam to ensure that the
coldest point is the surface of the
dust layer, on which frost
condenses

3.1.3 Frost on Dusty Surfaces

The appearance of water frost can be either the result of direct condensation of atmospheric
water onto a surface or the deposition onto that surface of icy grains that have condensed in
the adjacent atmosphere. We have designed and constructed a sample holder that allows for
cold-trapping of atmospheric water onto a dusty surface. Even though the sample holder can
be used in both PHIRE-2 and SCITEAS, the possibility of purging the SCITEAS chamber
and hence to stop frost deposition during measurements makes of SCITEAS the facility of
choice for our studies of frost. Figures 6-1, 6-2 and 6-3 show schematics of our sample
holder, which is composed of two pieces. The first piece (Fig. 6-1) is a cylindrical recipient
in which we pour LN2. The second piece (Fig. 6-2) is the cover of the cylinder, pierced with
a copper piece. The two pieces are assembled as shown in Fig. 6-3. Below the cover, the
copper piece consists of disks connected through their centre, which maximises the copper-
surface in contact with the LN2. The exposed part of copper is a cube of 80 × 60 × 20
millimetres that, because of large heat conductivity of copper, stays below 220 K for one
hour with no need of other cooling systems. As can be seen in Fig. 6-4, the rest of the sample
holder is covered with an isolating black foam, so that water condensates preferentially on
the sample in contact with the cold surface.

Several hours before the beginning of the measurement, we cool down both parts of the
sample holder by plunging them into liquid nitrogen. Once the sample holder has reached
∼100 K (close to the boiling point of liquid nitrogen at 1 bar pressure, 77 K), we spread
the dust over the copper surface in thin layers, and we fill the cylinder with LN2. Usu-
ally, we prepare our samples in two-millimetre-thick layers to avoid large thermal gradients
within the dust. We then carefully put the two pieces together and place the sample holder in
SCITEAS. The chamber is left open for frost deposition, and closed to start the hyperspectral
measurements. The outgassing of the LN2 inside the sample holder keeps the atmosphere
relatively dry. We can also further purge the atmosphere of the chamber by creating a flow
of gaseous nitrogen. This way, the deposition of frost is interrupted during the measurement.

Figure 7 shows, on the left, a microscope image of the surface shown in Fig. 6-4. In this
case, water frost has grown enough to create needles. Figure 7, right shows an optical coher-
ence tomography (OCT) picture (see Sect. 3.2.3) of the same sample, where the structure of
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Fig. 7 (left) Optical microscope picture of a sample of water frost growing on a substrate of JSC Mars-1.
Note that the orange grains of the substrate made of the JSC Mars-1 soil analogue are still visible through
the needles of the frost layer. (right) 3D-rendering made from an Optical Coherence Tomography image (see
Sect. 3.2.2) of the same sample. The volume rendered is 2 × 2 × 2 millimetres in size

the frost needles can be appreciated. The quantification of the mass of cold-trapped-water
into the samples is challenging, and we do not have, for the moment, the means to do it.
Nevertheless, the frost growth on a surface occurs in various steps (Wu et al. 2007), i.e.
formation of condensate droplets, droplet growth, freezing of the droplets, formation of the
crystals on the frozen droplets and growth of frost crystals, as seen in Fig. 6. The iden-
tification of the deposition step allows us to assess the thickness of the frost layer on the
sample.

3.1.4 Frozen Soils

To produce frozen soils, the desired amount of dust is weighted and put into sample holders.
Gently, we add deionized water by spraying an aerosol of very fine droplets over the surface
of the sample. Before and after each addition of water, we measure the mass of the sample
to determine its bulk water content. We generally repeat the process until the sample is
saturated by water, which is indicated by the appearance of menisci of water around the
surficial grains of the samples. Saturating the sample with water is the only way to ensure
that it is homogeneously wet. Interrupting the process of wetting before saturation would
likely result in vertical gradients of water inside the sample. The wet sample is then left at
a bottom of a laboratory freezer at a constant temperature of 243 K overnight or for longer
durations. The result of this process is illustrated on Fig. 8a. Invariably, samples produced
that way show a matrix of water ice between all the mineral grains in the bulk of the sample
but the uppermost grains remain dry and exposed at the surface. An additional step is thus
required when a sample fully covered by ice at the surface is desired (such as the samples
shown in Fig. 8b or 8c). In this case, we spray fine droplets of liquid water over the surface
of the cold sample at the bottom of the freezer. The droplets freeze instantly at the surface
of the sample, producing a thin conformal layer of ice at the surface of all grains (Fig. 8b).
Spraying more water results in thicker films of water until the topography of the underlying
grains is lost (Fig. 8c).
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Fig. 8 Optical microscope pictures of three different samples of frozen soils. Each image is 6 millimetres
wide. Sample A was obtained by simply leaving a wet sample of the JSC Mars-1 soil simulant in a freezer at
243 K overnight. The grains of JSC Mars-1 are surrounded by a matrix of ice in the bulk of the sample but
their upper parts at the surface remain free of ice. To produce samples B and C, we sprayed various amounts
of liquid water over the surface of the cold sample A to form a thin conformal layer of ice that follows the
topography of the grains (B) or a much thicker layer of ice that hides the topography of the underlying grains
(C)

Fig. 9 Comparison of optical microscope images at the same scale of an inter-mixture (left) and an intra-mix-
ture (right) of SPIPA-B water ice and tholins. Each image is 2.5 millimetres wide and shows the spherical
particles of SPIPA-B with mean diameters of 70 micrometres. In the case of the inter-mixture on the left,
yellowish agglomerates of tholins coat parts of the surfaces of some of the large particles of ice. In the case
of the intra-mixture on the right, the tholins are enclosed inside the particles of ice. The reflectance spectra of
these samples are presented in Poch et al. 2016

3.2 Quantitative Characterization of the Produced Samples

3.2.1 Standard Characterization Tools

The bulk density of the samples can be measured by weighting the known volumes of sam-
ples contained in sample holder of known dimensions. Additionally, we have purchased a
gas pycnometer to measure the porosity of the samples. If the particles are large enough
(larger than a few µm), the samples can be imaged with an optical microscope (Fig. 9).

3.2.2 Cryo-SEM

The technique of choice to characterize the samples at the scale of the individual grains
is Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). Some of these instruments can be equipped with
a cooled sample holding stage and a special sample introduction system that permit the
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Fig. 10 Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM) images of
inter-mixtures of SPIPA-A water
ice particles and basaltic particles
of the JSC1-AF lunar dust
analogue. The two types of
particles are easily
distinguishable by their shapes:
the ice particles are roundish and
largely affected by sintering
whereas the dust particles are
angular and overall larger

measurements of ice-bearing samples. This technique was used by Gundlach et al. (2011b)
to derive the particle size distribution of their samples and document the aspect of their
surface, in particular the presence of water frost at the surface of the grains. Cryo-SEM
images have been acquired for many of the ice and ice/dust mixtures samples described in
Sect. 3.1 at the Centre Suisse d’Electronique et de Microtechnique (CSEM) using a Philips
XL30 ESEM-FEG SEM equiped with a Gatan Alto 2500 cryo-transfer stage. The sample
was sputter-coated with some nanometers of platinum in the transfer stage to improve its
conductivity.

Using these data, Jost et al. (2016) could confirm a hypothesis made when first measuring
the photometric properties of the samples prepared by Gundlach et al. (2011b) that attributed
to sintering the observed evolution of the phase curves of the samples. Figure 10 shows
examples of two intimate mixtures of SPIPA-A water ice particles with particles of the
JSC1-AF lunar dust simulant. Both images show how the irregular particles of basaltic dust
and the spherical and partially sintered particles of ice come into contact and are well mixed
at the particles scale.
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Fig. 11 Example of a 3D
rendering of the surface of a
sample generated from Optical
Coherence Tomography (OCT)
data. In this case, the sample was
composed of the smectite SWy-2,
which was initially mixed
(1 wt%) with SPIPA-B water ice.
Even after complete desiccation
of the upper layers of the sample,
the structure of the spheres of
SPIPA-B ice can still be clearly
seen at the surface. The rendered
volume is 6 × 3 × 1 mm in size
(L,w,h)

Fig. 12 Optical (a, b, c, f) and Scanning Electron Microscope (d, e) images of sublimation residues of
different composition. Left (a, d): tholins; Center (b, e): smectite SWy-2; Right (c, f): olivine. The SEM
images are modified from Fig. 4a, d in Poch et al. (2016), Copyright (2016), with permission from Elsevier

3.2.3 OCTOPUS (Optical Coherence TOmography of Planetary Ultracold Samples)

To complement the information at the grain scale provided by the SEM, we wanted an
instrument able to characterize quantitatively the entire surface of cm-sized samples with a
resolution sufficient to identify the individual grains or agglomerates of grains. After having
considered different techniques, we have finally acquired an Optical Coherence Tomography
(OCT) microscope (Thorlabs Ganymede). OCT is a relatively recent technique that provides
information on both the surface of the sample and its subsurface by interfering a light beam
backscattered from the sample with a light beam traveling through a reference arm. The
instrument provides a three-dimensional view of the sample with a lateral resolution of 8 µm
and a vertical resolution in air of 6 µm. The lateral dimensions of the image are up to 1 cm.
Because this technique uses the baskscattered light to image the subsurface of the sample,
the maximum thickness that can be probed depends strongly on the optical properties of the
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materials. For very transparent materials such as pure water ice, the thickness of the layer
probed can reach about 100 particles diameters (Hapke 1993).

We have installed the head of the OCT instrument on a mobile arm to measure samples
in-situ in SCITEAS through the window. Unfortunately, the dark dusty ice sublimates as the
beam hits the surface. The measurement is thus destructive for the sample in that case. In
addition to the example of the frost shown in Fig. 7, Fig. 11 shows an example of dataset
collected with the OCTOPUS setup on a sublimation residue (see Sect. 4.1 and Fig. 12)
made of SWy-2 smectite. The three-dimensional rendering shown in Fig. 11 illustrates how
the OCT data provide information about the structure of the surface by showing the presence
of circular agglomerates with diameters between 50 and 100 µm.

4 Results

Table 5 presents a summary of the measurements already performed and published with
various types of ice/dust associations. Most of these results are further briefly described in
the following five subsections.

4.1 Spectrophotometry of Ice/Dust Mixtures and Implications for Comets

Motivated by the context of the Rosetta mission, we performed a series of cometary simula-
tions using the SCITEAS setup, to improve our knowledge of the spectro-photometric prop-
erties of sublimating surfaces in the (Vis-NIR) wavelength range. Pommerol et al. (2015a,
2015b) described the first cometary experiment performed: a heterogeneous inter-mixture
made of fines and aggregates of SPIPA-A water ice mixed in liquid nitrogen with carbon
black (1 wt%) and JSC1-AF lunar regolith simulant (volcanic ash) (5 wt%) was left to sub-
limate for 37 hours in vacuum and at low temperature. The sample rapidly lost its surface
topography, became smoother at large scale, but rougher at the scale of the dust and ice
aggregates. Simultaneously, the visible reflectance decreased while the spectral slope in-
creased because of the accumulation of dark dust over the ice. Later, the growth of circular
depressions was observed, with bright ice exposed at their periphery. It was also observed
that the desiccated crust slowed down the sublimation of the ice located below. As this crust
formed, the depths of the water absorption bands decreased, in strong correlation with the
increase of the spectral red slope.

This first experiment was followed by a systematic study of the influence of the nature
of the dust constituents (mineral or organic) and the way they are initially mixed with the
ice (as inter- or intra-mixtures) on the properties of the dust residue produced after subli-
mation (Poch et al. 2016). This study was in particular motivated by the earlier works of
Dobrovolsky and Kaimakov (1977), Saunders et al. (1986) and Storrs et al. (1988) who
observed the formation of so-called “filamentary sublimate residues” of very high porosity
after the sublimation of ices containing phyllosilicates and/or organic matter. We prepared
and sublimated intra- and inter-particles mixtures (see Sect. 3.1) of SPIPA-B water ice with
grains of pure olivine (forsterite, ≤80 µm), phyllosilicate (montmorillonite, ≤80 µm) and
complex organic matter (tholins, ∼0.3 µm). The tholins used for this study and the follow-
ing ones were produced in a plasma of 95% N2 and 5% CH4 within the PAMPRE setup
(Szopa et al. 2006; Carrasco et al. 2009). They are analogues of a complex extraterrestrial
organic matter, exhibiting a strong spectral slope from 0.2 to 1.0 µm. All the mixtures we
studied produced sublimation residues made of filaments, formed by the aggregation of the
non-volatiles dragged by the gas (Fig. 12a, b, d) or concentrated between water crystals
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Fig. 13 Interpretative scenarios for the sublimation of (left) intra-mixture and (right) inter-mixture of SPI-
PA-B ice and dust. Reprinted from Fig. 8 in Poch et al. (2016), Copyright (2016), with permission from
Elsevier

(Fig. 12c, d, e, f). Sudden ejections of fragments of sublimation residues, exposing ice to the
surface, were also often observed (Fig. 13).

This study demonstrated that the texture (micro-structure, cohesiveness), the activity (in
terms of frequency and size of ejected fragments), and the spectro-photometric properties of
the sublimation residues (albedo, band depths, spectral slopes) are all very dependent upon a
multitude of parameters such as the chemistry of the non-volatiles, their grain sizes, the way
they are mixed with the ice and the dust/ice mass ratio of the initial mixture. For example,
the structure of residues made of pure olivine grains was very fragile whereas phyllosilicate
and organic matter produced residues having higher internal cohesiveness because of their
stronger inter-particulate forces. The tholins were found to play a major role in the properties
of the sublimation residues, acting as a glue holding silicate grains together and dominating
the reflectance by masking the silicates even at lower concentration. In the case of the intra-
mixtures, large chunks of a cohesive skin of dust are more often ejected than in the case
of inter-mixtures, for which much smaller ejected fragments are observed (see Fig. 13).
The mantle of refractory dust formed by this process reaches extreme values of porosity,
in excess of 90% for intra-mixtures, which have strong effects on the spectro-photometric
properties. These “foam-like residues” exhibit reduced band depths and sometimes nearly
featureless negative (blue) spectral slopes from 1 to 2 µm, as observed for a sublimation
residue made of phyllosilicates (Fig. 14).

On the nucleus of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, metre-sized bright spots ob-
served at the surface by the OSIRIS camera were found to have similar contrasts of
brightness and colour (spectral ratios) versus the surrounding surface than ice-exposed
versus ice-covered areas on cometary analogues sublimated in the laboratory, confirming
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Fig. 14 Reflectance spectra measured on four different sublimation residues (red curves) compared to the
reflection spectra of the pure refractory material prior to mixing (grey curves) and the initial icy mixture
(black curve)

the ice-rich content of bright patches (Pommerol et al. 2015b). Further comparison be-
tween laboratory spectra and OSIRIS spectra, performed by Oklay et al. (2016), showed
that some spectral variability observed at the surface of 67P can be explained by the
progressive sublimation of ice-dust mixtures forming a darker layer on the cometary sur-
face.

Jost et al. (2017a, 2017b) have tried to produce spectro-photometric analogues of 67P
nucleus using ternary mixtures of activated charcoal, tholins and water ice. Mixtures repro-
ducing the individual spectrophotometric parameters (albedo, spectrum, phase reddening,
phase curve, respectively) of 67P were obtained but the preparation of a unique mixture
reproducing all these parameters together proved to be more challenging and has not been
achieved yet. Nevertheless, these experiments allowed to put some constraints on the phys-
ical properties of 67P’s surface dust, facilitating the interpretation of the data collected by
OSIRIS (Feller et al. 2016; Hasselmann et al. 2017). Jost et al. (2017b) monitored the evolu-
tion of the phase curves of ice-dust mixtures during their sublimation, showing a reduction of
scattering in the forward direction after the formation of the sublimation residues (Fig. 15).
The phase curve of 67P’s surface is best matched by laboratory samples of highest porosi-
ties (sublimation residues of intra-mixtures, Jost et al. 2017b; Feller et al. 2016) and the
strength of the phase slope may be indicative of the ice content (Hasselmann et al. 2017).
The albedo of mixtures of carbon-rich dust with water ice particles measured by Jost et al.
(2017a) indicate that the bright spots observed at the surface of 67P should be relatively
dust free at small scale (lower than 5 wt%). Moreover, the Vis-NIR spectra of different grain
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Fig. 15 Schematic representation of comet sublimation experiment #3 from Jost et al. (2017a). The original
sample is made of 98% (wt) of water ice, 1.8% of activated charcoal and 0.2% of titan tholins. The material
is prepared once as inter-mixture (left) and one as intra-mixture (right). Subfigures (a)–(d) show the samples
at various points during the sublimation and insulation process. (e) Represents the VIS-NIR spectral shortly
after start and before the end of the experiment. (f) Shows the spectral ratio between two regions of interest
of the intra-mixture inside and outside the illuminated area. The spectral ratio clearly shows the higher water
ice content inside the illuminated area where resurfacing took place and thickness of the residue layer is
reduced. (g) and (h) Show the reflectance phase curves before and after some hours of sublimation at i = 60°
in absolute units of reflectance factor and normalized at α = 5°. The decreased fraction of forward scattered
light indicates an increase macroscopic roughness of the samples. For more details see discussion on Jost
et al. (2017a)

sizes of carbon-rich dust indicate that the darkening agent on 67P should not be dominated
by particles in the 10–100 nm range (Jost et al. 2017a).

4.2 Photometry of Ice/Basalt Binary Mixtures and Implications for the Poles
of the Moon and Mercury

On planetary surfaces and cometary nuclei, ice is often found intimately mixed with the re-
golith at the grain level as indicated by spectral data (see for instance Neumann et al. 2013;
Filacchione et al. 2016a, 2016b; Li et al. (2018) and other relevant references in Sect. 2.2.2).
In such cases, one way to identify ice from remote is to look for its spectro-photometric
signatures (e.g. high albedo or deep absorption bands at characteristic wavelengths). Un-
fortunately, it is not straightforward to interpret these signatures, since the reflectance of an
ice-dust binary intimate mixture is a highly non-linear combination of the properties of its
end-members (Clark and Lucey 1984). Laboratory reflectance studies of intimate mixtures
of ice and dust allow us to characterise their reflectance as a function of controlled param-
eters such as grain-size or ice-to-dust ratio. The results of such characterisations can serve
as inputs and/or calibration for reflectance models, which are used to invert properties of
planetary surfaces from their measured reflectance spectra.
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Fig. 16 Measured phase curves (a–d) and reflectance spectra (e–f) of binary mixtures of the JSC1-AF sim-
ulant for fine lunar dust with SPIPA-A (top) and SPIPA-B (bottom) ices in variable concentrations

Following the procedure detailed in Sect. 3.1.2, we produced intimate mixtures of SPIPA-
A/-B and JSC1-AF lunar soil (ref JSC1-AF) in different concentrations: 0 wt%, 35 wt%,
50 wt% and 75 wt% of water ice. Figure 16 shows the bidirectional reflectance and the VIS-
NIR spectra of these samples. Bidirectional reflectance curves (Fig. 16a, b, c and d) show
no significant photometric signature of ice for samples containing less than 50 wt% of water
ice—at phase angles smaller than 120°. Even samples containing up to 70 wt% of water
ice do not show specific signatures when the ice is present as relatively large ice particles
(Fig. 16b and d). Therefore, when measured in the visible range and at phase angles lower
than 120°, a 10%-increase in the reflectance of a surface could imply a content of water ice
intimately mixed within the soil of up to 50 wt%, depending on the size of the particles of
ice.

Spectral reflectance measurements between 0.38 and 2.4 µm (Fig. 16e and f) show a
repetition of this trend at every wavelength of the continuum: only samples with more than
50 wt% of water ice are distinguishable from ice-free samples. Outside the continuum, the
characteristic absorption bands of water ice lower the detection threshold down to a 35 wt%
water content. These laboratory measurements confirm that small amounts of fine dust can
mask ice out of proportion to its mass fraction (Hapke 1993). This is of special interest
for cases such as the Moon, where small amounts of water ice—if any—are expected to be
mixed within the regolith in permanent shaded regions (PSRs) (ref moon). Some PSRs show
a reflectance enhancement of about 10%, which has been modelled to imply the presence of
6 to 14 wt% water ice within the regolith (Lucey et al. 2014). Nevertheless, the experiments
that we have carried out show that such rises in reflectance can be caused by a 1:1 ice-to-
regolith mass ratio under some conditions (Yoldi et al. 2015).
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4.3 Analogues of Martian Icy Surfaces

We have simulated in the laboratory a variety of associations between ice and regolith and
measured their reflectance to identify characteristic spectro-photometric signatures. We have
mostly used JSC Mars-1 (Allen et al. 1997) as an analogue for the Martian bright red regolith
but also darker and more pristine basaltic sands from Hawaii as analogues for dark basaltic
regions (Pommerol et al. 2013a, 2013b).

Frost Frost is the most likely form of water that can be found on the surface at low lat-
itudes (Martínez et al. 2016). During cold nights, the regolith is likely to cold-trap atmo-
spheric water, which sublimates in the early morning. Following the method explained in
Sect. 3.1.3, we have induced the cold-trapping of water on various size-fractions of JSC
Mars-1 (Fig. 17a). Figure 17b, shows the spectra of the smallest size-distribution for three
exposures of the samples to atmospheric water. The deposition of frost impacts the visible
part of the reflectance spectrum in a much more significant way than the near-infrared part
of the spectrum. Pommerol et al. (2013a, 2013b) have also produced frosts on regolith ana-
logues in a similar way to measure their visible bidirectional reflectance distribution func-
tion and have shown that the frosted surfaces display a very pronounced forward scattering
behaviour.

Inter-Mixtures Inter-, or intimate, mixtures can, for instance, be the result of the rede-
position of ice and regolith grains that wind has transported. Following the steps described
in Sect. 3.1.2, we have produced intimate mixtures of JSC Mars-1 with 10 wt%, 35 wt%,
50 wt%, and 75 wt% of water (Fig. 17c). Figure 17d shows the spectra of the different ice
concentrations, indicating that, contrary to the frost, the presence of water ice intimately
mixed with the regolith has a larger impact on the near-infrared part of the spectrum than on
its visible part.

Frozen Soil As explained in Sect. 3.1.3, we consider frozen soils as volumes of regolith
saturated with iced water. Because of the limited amount of water vapour at the surface of
Mars, this kind of mixture is likely restricted to the circum-polar areas. Figure 17e shows
frozen soils prepared with four different size-fractions of JSC Mars-1 after 25 hours of
sublimation. The sample on the bottom left has lost all of its surface ice, and the pure JSC
Mars-1 is exposed. Figure 17f shows the temporal evolution of the spectra averaged over the
area signalled by an orange rectangle on the image during 25 hours of sublimation. Initially
saturated, the near-infrared spectra reveal the characteristics signatures of the JSC Mars-1,
notably its red colour and hydration features as the layer of surface ice sublimates.

Pommerol et al. (2013a, 2013b) have measured the visible bidirectional reflectance dis-
tribution function of samples of frozen soils, including the ones shown in Fig. 8 and ob-
served that in addition to a strong decrease of the albedo, the addition of ice into the soil
was responsible for strong changes in the geometry of the scattering. The presence of ice
as a matrix in the bulk of the sample but not at the surface (Fig. 8a) results in a strongly
backscattering behaviour but clearly distinct from the one observed with the dry sample.
In particular, the very intense opposition effect seen with the dry sample vanishes as ice is
present within the sample and the maximum of reflectance is observed at higher emission
angle on the backscattering side. As soon as a film of ice also covers the uppermost layer of
grains (Fig. 8b) a pronounced forward-scattering behaviour is observed. A specular peak is
seen when the ice completely hides the topography of the grains (Fig. 8c).

Beside studying the VIS-NIR reflectance spectra of our samples, we also simulate their
colours as would be measured with the Colour and Stereo Surface Imaging System (CaSSIS,
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Fig. 17 Several analogues of Martian soils and their corresponding reflectance spectra. a) JSCM-1 and
SPIPA-A intimate mixtures. The concentration of water ice is indicated next to each sample b) Reflectance
spectra of JSCM-1 and SPIPA-A intimate mixtures. Each color corresponds to a water-ice concentration, as
indicated in the legend c) Frost cold trapped onto four size-distributions of JSCM-1 d) Reflectance spectra of
three frost depositions of frost onto the fine size-distribution of JSCM-1 e) Frozen soils of JSCM-1 after 25 h
of sublimation. On the bottom left the substrate has been exposed. The orange rectangle indicates the region
of interest used to measure the reflectance spectra f) Reflectance spectra of the exposed sample of JSCM-1
during 25 hours g) RED-PAN-BLU CaSSIS composite of the sample shown in e) h) NIR-RED-PAN CaSSIS
composite of the sample shown in e)

Thomas et al. 2017) on-board the ESA’s Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO) using the instrument
spectral response measured during the on-ground calibration campaign (Roloff et al. 2017).
CaSSIS has four colour bands (475 nm (BLU), 650 nm (PAN), 850 nm (RED) and 950 nm
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Fig. 18 Ternary diagram of the
real part of the permittivity as a
function of the volume fraction
of silicate-rich refractory material
(JSC-1A lunar simulant),
vacuum, and water ice, valid for
0.05–2 GHz and at a temperature
of 243 K using Eq. (2) in Brouet
et al. (2016b)

(NIR)) and is expected to complement the datasets collected by previous imagers of Mars
with its high signal-to-noise ratio and the non-Sun-synchronous orbit of the TGO around
Mars allowing us to look at the surface at various times of the day and the season. Figure 17g
and h show simulated CaSSIS colour-composite images corresponding to the data shown in
Fig. 17e (RED-PAN-BLU and NIR-RED-PAN, respectively).

4.4 Measurements in the Microwave Domain and Implications for Comets,
the Moon and Icy Satellites

Parameters measured by radars, such as time delay of the transmitted electromagnetic wave
and its attenuation, and by radiometers, such as brightness temperature, depend on the elec-
tromagnetic properties of the sounded medium. Planetary surfaces, icy satellites and small
bodies of the Solar System are considered as non-magnetic (unless metallic minerals are
present in high proportion), so that the magnetic properties are equal to those of a vacuum
and only the electrical properties, represented by the relative complex permittivity (hereafter
permittivity), control the radiative transfer (Ulaby and Long 2014). The real part, ε′, repre-
sents how much energy from an electromagnetic wave is stored in the medium. The imag-
inary part, ε′′, is proportional to the electrical conductivity of the medium and represents
the loss by absorption. Permittivity varies with the frequency of measurement, the tempera-
ture, the bulk density, the porosity and the composition of the targeted material (Campbell
and Ulrichs 1969), so that its interpretation is challenging and requires to refer to laboratory
measurements on analogue samples. However, the lack of standard procedures regarding the
sample preparation and their characterization is not in favour of the reproducibility of the
measurements and the trust towards the literature available to constrain the interpretation of
radar data (Pettinelli et al. 2015). In response to that, we elaborated a programme of mea-
surements in the 0.05–2 GHz frequency range of electrical properties of pure water ice and
inter-mixtures produced with the SPIPA setups.

The measurements were performed at ambient temperature and at 243 K. The inter-
mixtures, prepared as described in Sect. 3.1.2 consisted of pure water ice particles mixed
with refractory materials such as JSC-1A lunar regolith simulant (Fig. 18), volcanic ashes
from Etna, as well as tholins produced with the PAMPRE experimental setup (Szopa et al.
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Table 6 summarizing samples properties and measurements of the real part of the permittivity, ε′ , in the
0.05–2 GHz range (from Brouet et al. 2015, 2016a, 2016b)

Samples Dust-ice
volumetric ratio
values

Porosity range
(%)

Temperature
(K)

ε′ range

Etna volcanic ash / 52–59 298 2.90–3.50

JSC-1A lunar simulant / 48–58 298 3.00–3.40

SPIPA-A / 49–86 243 1.20–1.90

SPIPA-B / 31–50 243 1.70–2.20

Tholins / 70–95 243 1.04–1.60

Mixture JSC-1A/SPIPA-A 0.10, 0.31,
1.26, 2.83

51–91 243 1.10–2.70

Mixture JSC-1A/SPIPA-B 0.31 42–50 243 2.00–2.30

Mixture Tholins/SPIPA-A 0.60 50–80 243 1.30–2.10

2006; Carrasco et al. 2009). We established reproducible procedures (Brouet et al. 2015) to
measure their permittivity with porosities in the 30–95% range and dust-mass fractions in
the 0–90% range. The porosity values of the samples were determined with a precision of
less than 2% knowing the material density of the refractory materials, from literature and
from measurements that we performed with a helium pycnometer Upyc-1200e-V5.04, and
measuring their bulk density with a precision of less than 10%. Bulk densities of the samples
were measured before each permittivity measurement by weighing the filled sample holder,
knowing the mass of the empty sample holder and its useful volume. The physical properties
and dust-to-ice volumetric ratios of the samples, as well as the results of the measurements,
are summarized in Table 6. The properties of the samples and the results are described in
details by Brouet et al. (2015, 2016a, 2016b). The results show the absence of spectral de-
pendence of ε′ in the frequency range of interest. The porosity, temperature and dust-mass
fraction dependences of ε′ were determined. These results represent reference values for
porous silicate-rich media, such as the regolith of the Moon, Mars, differentiated asteroids,
as well as organic-rich media, such as Titan’s surface. They also represent reference values
for icy and porous silicate-rich media, such as cometary nuclei. A semi-empirical formula
was derived from these results (equation 2 in Brouet et al. 2016b) which expresses the real
part of the permittivity of a silicate-rich medium with a solid density of about 2.9 as a func-
tion of the porosity, the dust-mass fraction and the temperature for a frequency in the range
of 0.05 to 2 GHz.

In the framework of the Rosetta mission, we took advantage of this semi-empirical
formula to interpret the ε′ values determined for the cometary nucleus 67/Churyumov-
Gerasimenko (hereafter 67P) from the radar sounder CONSERT and the permittivity probe
SESAME-PP. From radiowaves at a centre-band frequency equal to 90 MHz, which propa-
gated over a depth of one hundred of meters of the small lobe of 67P, Kofman et al. (2015)
estimated a real part of the permittivity of about 1.27, whereas Lethuillier et al. (2016) es-
timated an upper limit of 2.45 for the first meter of material located at the final landing site
of the Philae lander. Brouet et al. (2016b) showed that this difference may be caused by an
increase of the porosity of the small lobe of 67P with depth from an upper limit of 55%
for the first meter below the Philae lander to values in the 67–86% range for the part of the
small lobe sounded by CONSERT.

The detection and estimation of the water ice volume fraction in the subsurface of Mars is
a first-order goal for the science teams of the SHARAD and MARSIS radars (Bramson et al.
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2015; Stuurman et al. 2016). We have conducted experimental dielectric measurements on
pure JSC Mars-1 Martian soil simulant, SPIPA-B water ice particles and inter-mixtures with
different dust-to-ice ratio and porosities in the frequency range of 50 MHz to 2 GHz. These
results can be used to interpret the real part of the permittivity deduced from SHARAD and
MARSIS radar echoes analyses to refine the estimates of water ice volume fraction in the
Martian subsurface (Brouet et al. 2019).

4.5 Spectro-Photometry of Water Ice Particles Containing Pigmented
Microorganisms

The putative emergence and sustainability of life in the internal salty water reservoirs of
some satellites of the giant planets of the Solar System, such as Europa and Enceladus, fos-
ter the search for biosignatures on these objects (Hand et al. 2009; McKay et al. 2014). In
particular, cryovolcanic eruptions expose samples of these internal reservoirs onto the sur-
face of Enceladus (Scipioni et al. 2017), and possibly also of Europa (Sparks et al. 2017).
Poch et al. (2017) studied the possibility to detect the spectral signature of microorganisms
embedded in water ice particles, as it could be the case on active icy worlds. Liquid sus-
pensions of Deinococcus radiodurans at various concentrations were nebulized into liquid
nitrogen using the SPIPA-B setup (Sect. 3.1.1) to form ice particles made of an intra-mixture
of water and bacteria. Then the ice particles were gradually deposited in the sample holders
by sieving.

D. radiodurans are pigmented bacteria characterized by a steep spectral red slope between
0.5 and 0.6 µm due to pigments and absorption bands of other biomolecules (proteins, lipids
etc.) in the infrared. The reflectance spectra of the mixtures of bacteria with ice exhibit
the pigments spectral red slope in the visible, but the absorption bands in the infrared are
invisible because of the strong absorption of water ice at these wavelengths. The spectral
red slope depends strongly on the concentration of bacteria and a detection threshold was
determined. We also investigated the photometric phase curves of these samples, finding a
dependence of the curvature of the phase curves with the concentration of bacteria in the ice
and showing a strong phase reddening effect due to the presence of the biopigments. Finally,
we studied how the sublimation of the top 5 mm of ice, and the consecutive concentration of
the biotic material at the surface, may change the spectral reflectance of the samples. After
sublimation, we found that the spectral red slope is increased by up to a factor of 2, but the
absorption bands of the biomolecules are surprisingly absent possibly because of the high
porosity of the desiccated layer of bacteria and/or the dominating absorption of the water
ice below this layer.

These results highlight the spectro-photometric properties of water ice particles contain-
ing pigments, but they do not permit to confirm their biogenic nature. The analysis of the
spectral variations of the degree of circular polarization in the light scattered by biotic pig-
ments may help to discriminate them from abiotic ones (Sparks et al. 2009).

5 Discussion and Perspectives

5.1 On the Use of the Hapke Model

Most of the articles referenced in Sect. 4 mention and make use of the definitions and/or
various versions of the Hapke model for the reflectance of surfaces (Sect. 2.2.1). In addition
to the short discussions about the qualities and limitation of the model found in some of these
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articles, a few general comments on the nature and applicability of this model to laboratory
data and remote sensing observations can be made. The Hapke model is well-suited to fitting
laboratory and planetary reflectance data, as it was intended to do. This is not particularly
surprising as the empirical elements in the models have largely been introduced for that
purpose. Therefore, the ability of the model to fit measured data cannot testify for its physical
validity. It makes it, however, a very useful tool to interpolate, extrapolate, distribute and
compare experimental reflectance data. This is the main use we have made of this model
in our publications reporting on measured reflectance data. In the field of computer image
simulation, mathematical functions such as spherical harmonics, splines or wavelets are
widely used to interpolate measured BRDF data that are required for the simulation of 3D
scenes. In the planetary science community, however, the Hapke model is widely used and
implementations of the Hapke model are available in a variety of analysis and modelling
softwares. The most appropriate way of exchanging and comparing reflectance data is thus
by sharing the suite of Hapke coefficients that best fits the measured data.

By producing Hapke coefficients from a large variety of datasets, we have noticed
some behaviours that are worth mentioning and discussing quickly. We could first con-
firm the strong correlation between the b and c coefficients of the two-terms Henyey-
Greenstein function classically used to describe the single scattering by an isolated particle
(see Sect. 2.2.1). This correlation, referred to as the “hockey stick”, was first mentioned by
McGuire and Hapke (1995) and later described in detail by Hapke (2012). Unfortunately,
noticing that this relation is verified for a variety of particles does not tell us anything about
its cause, if it is an actual property of the grains or a feature of the model.

The second general observation we make is that the “macroscopic roughness” parameter
theta that represents in the model the mean slope angle of the facets of the samples at all
scales larger than a few times the grain size, shows very little (if any) correlation with the
actual roughness of the samples. This is very disappointing as distinguishing between the
intrinsic photometric properties of the material that compose a planetary surface and large
scale textural and structural effects is a requirement to be able to derive any meaningful
quantitative information about the composition of a surface and its structure. Both types of
properties are of major scientific interest. Good examples of the very limited correlation
between retrieved values of the macroscopic roughness parameter and the texture of the
actual samples can be seen in Fig. 3 and Table 1 in Pommerol et al. (2013a, 2013b).

Because of the importance of this question and the doubts expressed in the literature
about the validity of the physical approach followed by Hapke, we have decided to test this
part of the Hapke model by confronting its results to results obtained by computer sim-
ulation using ray-tracing and fractal meshes. The ray-tracing model was implemented on
Graphical Processing Unit for high computation performances, to allow us in the future to
use the model with very complex surfaces (Gracia-Berná et al. 2016). Although the ray-
tracing model can work with arbitrarily shapes surfaces, we have used it here with a fractal
surface for which the mean slope angle can be calculated and compared to the macroscopic
roughness parameter used in Hapke’s model. Various surfaces were generated varying the
mean slope angle between 0° (smooth surface) and 50° by steps of 10°. For each combi-
nation of incidence, emission, azimuth angle and surface roughness, parallel rays are cast
along the incidence direction toward the surface. For each ray hitting a facet of the surface,
the radiance contributed by this hit to the detector is calculated from a set of bidirectional
reflectance data measured in the laboratory and interpolated, taking into account the local
incidence, emission and phase angle at the location of the intersection. Summing the radi-
ance from all facets of the surface seen by the detector provides the final value of radiance.
Dividing this number by the number of incident rays intersecting the same surface allows us
to retrieve its reflectance factor.
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Fig. 19 Comparison of the
effects of macroscopic roughness
on the phase curves of a surface
modelled with the Hapke (1993)
model (lines) and the ray-tracing
model of Gracia-Berná et al.
(2016) using fractal meshes (+
signs) for average slope angles
varying between 0° (smooth) and
50° by steps of 10°. All
simulations and calculations were
performed for an incidence
angle: i = 30°. Both models use
as inputs the reflectance data
measured on a smooth surface
made of a fine powder of the
Allende meteorite

In parallel, we fit the same set of laboratory reflectance data using the Hapke model,
while keeping the macroscopic roughness parameter constant and retrieve a set of Hapke
parameters for the measured sample. We can then run the Hapke model from the set of
parameters obtained from the fits of the experimental data but now varying the roughness
parameter to produce phase curves for the same values of roughness as computed using
the ray-tracing simulation. We have run the first test using laboratory measurements of a
sample of powder produced from a small piece of the Allende carbonaceous chondrite. The
measurements were performed with the PHIRE-2 instrument using the low phase angle
setup described in Sect. 2.3. The comparison between the results of the two approaches
shows a very good consistency in the effects of macroscopic roughness simulated using
both methods (Fig. 19).

So far, none of the results of our tests using the ray-tracing approach or of our laboratory
measurements can indicate unambiguously a caveat in Hapke’s model itself. And yet, Hapke
parameters inverted from the measured data make little sense. It is possible that the inclusion
of empirical parameters in the model prevents the physical interpretation of its parameters as
argued by Shkuratov et al. (2012). The most likely problem with the application of the model
to real samples however, is the large number of free parameters and the non-independence of
the inversion of these parameters (i.e. varying different parameters in different ways can have
similar effects on the reflectance curve calculated). This particular issue was well identified
by Gunderson et al. (2006) in the analysis of the first reflectance measurements produced
with the original PHIRE instrument.

This implies that irrelevant of the physical validity of the Hapke model, the complexity of
natural particulate surfaces prevents the inversion of a physical model to derive meaningful
quantitative properties from reflectance data alone. Independent constraints on some of the
parameters involved, either related to the nature of the materials composing the surface or
to its physical structure can certainly help in better constraining the inversion. Thus, the
combination of multiple datasets acquired with different remote sensing methods and, if
possible, a ground truth provided either by in-situ measurements or a returned sample is
highly desirable. In the future, we would also like to test other models and compare their
results with the Hapke model, starting with the series of models and codes developed at
the University of Helsinki for both optical and radio wavelengths (Wilkman et al. 2015;
Virkki and Muinonen 2016; Markkanen et al. 2017). An integrated pipeline with an open
web-based interface has recently been developed to facilitate the use of these codes by the
remote sensing community (Penttilä et al. 2017).
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5.2 Distributing Samples and Data

As briefly mentioned in Sect. 2.3, we have started distributing our icy samples by trans-
porting the setups to produce them in the laboratories where the measurements will be
conducted. Each new setup for icy samples production that we build is designed with the
constraint that it must be transportable and easy to install. To date, we are able to pack all
of our samples production setups and required equipment in a small truck, drive to various
places in Europe and then re-install all the setups within half a day. Part of the equipment is
also small and light enough to be shipped by airplane to more distant destinations. Alterna-
tively, we publish with this article the detailed description of our setups (Figs. 2, 3, and 4)
and a list of all the components needed to build them (Supplementary Online Material 1).
This should allow interested research groups to rebuild these setups and produce the same
samples as we study here.

In the near future, it is one of our main objectives to complement the existing series
of measurements by performing additional measurements using new techniques or by ex-
tending the spectral ranges or ranges of other parameters of our previous investigations.
A comprehensive set of measurements on reference icy samples combining as many differ-
ent techniques as possible will indeed be of prime importance for the analysis of existing
and future multi-instrumental datasets collected by space missions.

In addition to the samples and their recipes, sharing the numerical spectro-photometric
data measured in our laboratory has been one of our main objectives recently. We have cho-
sen to start by distributing two types of data, bidirectional reflectance distribution functions
(BRDF) and VIS-NIR reflectance spectra through two recently developed databases. We
publish the bidirectional reflectance data measured with the PHIRE-2 instrument into the
DACE (Data and Analysis Center for Exoplanets, https://dace.unige.ch/lossy/samplesearch/
index) database developed by the University of Geneva in the framework of the NCCR Plan-
etS (Buchschacher et al. 2015). We publish the spectral data measured with the SCITEAS
hyperspectral imager into the Bern icy Planetary Analogue Samples Spectroscopy (By-
PASS) spectral database (https://www.sshade.eu/db/bypass), which is part of the Solid Spec-
troscopy Hosting Architecture of Databases and Expertise (SSHADE) database infrastruc-
ture (https://www.sshade.eu).

In both cases, numerical data are made available as standard ASCII tables accompanied
by headers describing the data files in the XML format. As important as the measured data
themselves, precise and quantitative descriptions of the samples are crucial for identifying
and using the data. For both databases, we use the Solid Spectroscopy Data Model (SSDM)
developed for SSHADE, which describes quantitatively the composition and structure of the
samples as well as the physical conditions during the measurement.

As its acronym indicates, the DACE database is not only a repository for data but also
provides powerful visualization tools and online analysis tools, such as model-fitting tools.
We have already entered in this database all published data measured with the PHIRE-2
instrument. Visualisation tools are already online and a preliminary version of a tool to fit
the Hapke model to the measured data is also implemented. This tool will be completed
and improved in the near future. Mixing formulas in particular should be added to combine
numerically the various materials available in the database. It is also our intention to pro-
vide other models (see Sect. 5.1) on the longer term. We also plan to add additional online
calculations such as the hemispherical albedo integrated from BRDF data.

The ByPASS spectral database is the Bernese section of the European SSHADE database
infrastructure (Schmitt et al. 2015) and thus benefits from all the recent developments made
for this project especially in terms or sample description and search tools. We are currently
ingesting our published data into the database, which has just opened.

https://dace.unige.ch/lossy/samplesearch/index
https://dace.unige.ch/lossy/samplesearch/index
https://www.sshade.eu/db/bypass
https://www.sshade.eu
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5.3 Planned Improvements to the Setups and Samples; Future Work

Most of the experimental work reported here is applicable to the surfaces of inner Solar
System objects and comets such as 67P/CG that reach short heliocentric distances. Our pho-
tometric studies of pure micrometre-sized water ice (Jost et al. 2013, 2016) show interesting
similarities between the behaviour of very fresh samples and the surface of Enceladus. How-
ever, the samples evolve very fast and rapidly lose any resemblance with the cold surface
of Saturn’s icy satellite. Allowing experimental work relevant for questions related to cold
outer Solar System objects seems to be the logical next step in the development of the Plan-
etary Ice Laboratory and is of high priority for the Planetary Imaging Group because of its
involvement in two different types of projects:

– The future exploration of the icy Moons of Jupiter by ESA’s JUICE and NASA’s Europa
Clipper missions. Our scientific interests in this topic are similar to the ones of our past
and current work: produce reflectance data on plausible analogues as well as their elec-
trical properties in the millimetre and submillimetre domains of wavelength, that help in
interpreting the data and/or in planning the observations.

– The National Centre for Competence in Research (NCCR) PlanetS established in Switzer-
land. Its main scientific objectives are to study the origin and evolution of planetary
systems, in particular by building bridges between the robotic exploration of the Solar
System, astronomical observations of exoplanets and planetary disks, and theoretical and
experimental studies in the laboratory. The scientific interactions within PlanetS and the
will to build bridges between Solar System exploration and Exoplanets/disks observations
resulted in the emergence of new projects around common scientific interests:

1. The polarization of light reflected by mixtures of ice and dust with applications to the
identification and characterization of water ice in proto-planetary disks observed in
polarized light (Sect. 2.3).

2. The behaviour of cm-sized agglomerates of ice and dust as they cross the ice line. Our
sublimation experiments (Sect. 4.1) have shown that depending on the composition
of the dust and the mixing mode of dust and ice, the outcome of the sublimation can
be totally different, from a disruption of the icy pebble and dispersion of fine-grained
dust to the preservation of the structural integrity of the pebble in the form of a porous
and cohesive skeleton of dust. These outcomes have very different implications for
the evolution of the proto-planetary disks and the formation of planetary embryos (see
Sect. 2.1.1).

These two new scientific interests will drive the evolution of the Planetary Ice Laboratory
in the next few years. Indeed, the studies intended require an extension of the technical ca-
pabilities of the laboratory to produce new icy samples in lower temperature and pressure
environments, keep the samples at lower temperatures for longer durations and simulate
space weathering by irradiating the samples with particles and energetic radiations.

5.3.1 Samples

Narrower Ice Particles Size Distributions The SPIPA setups (Sect. 3.1) all produce sam-
ples with relatively broad size distributions. To study in more detail the effects of particle
sizes, it will be necessary to produce narrower ice particle size distributions in a controlled
and reproducible way. The technique used to sort and collect the particles may be different
depending on the desired particle size range. For particles of several micrometers of diam-
eter, they could be sorted mechanically in a sieving tower under a constant flux of liquid
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nitrogen. For particles of only few micrometers or sub-micrometric ice particles, sorting
may be possibly achieved via gentle sedimentation or via vortexing in liquid nitrogen.

Amorphous Ice Working with thick samples of amorphous ice in the laboratory is chal-
lenging as the ice needs to be kept at a temperature lower than 120 K at all times to avoid
crystallization. Bar-Nun and Laufer (2003) have built a unique setup to produce cm-thick
samples of porous gas-laden amorphous ice by repeatedly condensing water vapour onto
cold-plate maintained at 80 K to produce 200 µm-thick layers of amorphous ice that are
then scratched by a cold knife. The powder of 200 µm particles produced in this process is
stored in a sample container that is cooled down to 80 K before it is used for experiments
(Laufer et al. 2013). We plan to develop a setup in which large amounts of amorphous ice
can be produced and also mixed with mineral and organic refractory dust.

Frost Deposition in a Controlled Atmosphere or in Near-Vacuum We have recently
started experimenting with frost deposition in the SCITEAS chamber (see Sect. 3.1.3, Fig. 6
and Fig. 7). Until now, all depositions of frost took place at ambient pressure. In the future,
it will be necessary to complement this first set of measurements by varying the tempera-
ture of both the substrate and the atmosphere as well as the pressure and composition of the
atmosphere. Indeed, the morphology of the frost is probably dependent on all these param-
eters.

Higher Dust-to-Ice Ratio A limitation to the applicability of the experiments conducted
so far has been the low initial dust-to-ice ratio in all intra-mixture samples used. This is
due to the limited availability of well-characterized tholins material and the difficulty to
increase the amount of refractory matter in samples prepared as intra-mixtures when using
the ultrasonic devices of the SPIPA-A and -B setups. The development of the new SPIPA-C
setup now allows us to bypass this limitation and produce the samples with up to 50 wt% of
dust required for application to comets and generally for outer proto-planetary disk material.
Unfortunately, tholins are not currently produced at rates sufficient to be used for experiment
with large amounts of dust. In addition, serious concerns exist about their toxicity. The use
of terrestrial kerogens as the organic component in the dust offers significant advantages
including availability and limited risks. A CI asteroid simulant based on the composition of
the Orgueil meteorite and containing sub-bituminous coal is now commercialised by Deep
Space Industries (http://deepspaceindustries.com/simulants/, Britt et al. 2017) and can be
purchased in large amounts. We plan to test this material in our next set of experiments and
compare the behaviour of ice mixed with the sub-bituminous coal used in this simulant with
the behaviour previously observed with tholins.

Salts Salts are observed in association with water ice at the surfaces of icy satellites (see
Sect. 2.2.2). Their identification and characterization is of tremendous importance as they
could provide insights about the conditions in the subsurface ocean if they indeed originate
from the ocean and are not products of reactions between the ice and implanted species
(see Sect. 2.2.2). We have started experimenting with the production of ice particles using
the SPIPA setups and saline solutions. As an example, Fig. 20 shows the results of oper-
ating the SPIPA-B setup with a solution of magnesium sulphate. As water cristallises, the
magnesium and sulphate ions are concentrated at the periphery of the particles of ice and
crystallise to form smaller and angular particles of MgSO4. The crystallized magnesium
sulphate is probably hydrated but the exact hydration state could not be determined yet. The
obtained texture visually shows similarities with inter-mixtures of SPIPA-B ice and contam-
inants (Sect. 3.1.2) and comparing the spectro-photometric properties of such samples will

http://deepspaceindustries.com/simulants/
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Fig. 20 Optical microscope
picture and interpretative
schematics of a sample produced
by spraying a solution of 7.4 wt%
of MgSO4 prepared at 20 °C
with the SPIPA-B setup. As
spheres of water ice cristallize
with diameters of few tens to
hundreds of µm, smaller (a few
µm to tens of µm) and angular
crystals of MgSO4, X-H2O (X is
unknown, but could be as high
as 11; McCarthy et al. 2011)
cristallize around the ice spheres

Table 7 Objectives and technical solutions for the new version of the SCITEAS simulation chamber
(SCITEAS-2)

Objective Technical solution

A chamber easier to clean as large amounts
of dust are regularly emitted and deposited
in various places of the chamber

The new chamber will be equipped with a large door
so that the interior can be easily accessed

Controlled temperature at the base of the
sample holder

A plate with a regulated temperature at the base of
the sample holder, using a 1-stage helium cryostat to
reach low temperatures

More versatile facility An interchangeable upper flange above the sample to
permit the installation of different types of setups

OCTOPUS Vertical viewports on the sides of the chamber and
movable mirrors above the sample to observe its
surface from beside the chamber

Dielectric Holders for optical fibres all around the samples to
illuminate the surface of the samples at various
wavelengths and collect light for optical
measurement devices

be instructive. The effect of such textures on the polarimetric phase curves of the samples
measured with the POLICES setup (Sect. 2.3) should be particularly interesting.

5.3.2 Setups and Experiments

Improved Simulation Chamber: SCITEAS-2 We are currently building a SCITEAS-2
setup to replace the one currently in use. Although SCITEAS has permitted a large number
of investigations, we felt the need to improve the concept in several ways, listed in Table 7
SCITEAS-2.

The new setup should allow us to better control and characterize the thermal environ-
ment of the samples. With this new configuration, a lot of interesting information could
certainly be obtained by using a physical model to analyse the observed evolution of the
samples (thickness, shape, temperature gradient) and chamber parameters (pressure, tem-
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peratures) during the course of the sublimation experiments. We plan to use the thermody-
namical model develop for comets by Marboeuf et al. (2012) for that purpose. By fitting the
model to measured data, we hope to derive values of the relevant physical parameters for
the modelling of comets and other icy objects.

Simulate Space Weathering by Irradiating the Samples with Particles and Energetic
Radiations Most of the cold icy surfaces of the outer Solar System show much slower
evolutions than the inner Solar System objects studied so far. As thermal metamorphism
and sublimation are limited and in the absence of atmosphere, space weathering can domi-
nate the evolution of the icy surfaces. We plan to study weathering by ultraviolet irradiation
and electron bombardment directly in-situ in the new version of the SCITEAS setup and
study weathering caused by ion bombardment by exchanging samples between the facilities
of the Planetary Ice Laboratory and the MEFISTO setup. The MEFISTO (MEsskammer
für FlugzeitInStrumente und Time-Of-Flight) is a large thermal vacuum chamber equipped
with an ion source and operated by the mass spectrometry group of the space and planetary
science department (Marti et al. 2001). It was mainly used in the past for the calibration
of mass spectrometry flight instruments but a recent project aims at characterizing the pro-
cess of sputtering of thick samples of ice by various ions (Galli et al. 2016, 2018) and by
electrons (Galli et al. 2017). Such studies will have strong implications for the analysis of
future data collected at Ganymede by the JUICE ESA mission and in particular by the Par-
ticle Environment Package (PEP) experiment (Barabash et al. 2013). The planetary imaging
group contributes to this project by making the SPIPA setups available to produce the thick
samples of porous ice used in the sputtering experiments. In addition, we have now built
adapters to install the hyperspectral imaging system of SCITEAS on MEFISTO to follow in
real-time the effects of the irradiation on the texture and spectral signatures of the surface of
the sample.

Multi-Spectral Setups for Dielectric Characterization of Icy Analogues In a context
where the different space agencies express the will to develop permanent stations on the
Moon and water ice reservoirs may be present in polar regions, the results presented in
Sect. 4.5 regarding the microwave investigation represent an important dataset for the char-
acterisation of the lunar subsurface in terms of ice content. Indeed, as shown in Sect. 4.5, the
semi-empirical formula obtained from the experimental dataset allows us to also estimate
the volume fraction of water ice in the lunar subsurface, which could be considered as an
available resource supply for astronauts.

Two radiowave experiments are currently been built to explore the Jupiter’s system in
the next decades. ESA’s JUICE spacecraft will be equipped with the RIME radar (Radar for
Icy Moon Exploration, Bruzzone et al. 2013) and NASA’s Europa Clipper will be equipped
with the REASON radar (Grima et al. 2013), both instruments operating at 9 MHz. Their
main objective is to study the structure and the composition of the subsurface of the icy
Galilean satellites. The procedures developed for the preparation of the icy mixtures and the
permittivity measurements summarized here should be taken into account as references for
the preparation of methods dedicated to the data interpretation of these radar experiments,
as well as for studies related to their performances, such as the estimation of their maximum
penetration depth. In addition to experiments operating in the frequency range of planetary
radars, the Planetary Ice laboratory is currently developping a dielectric measurement setup
operating in the millimetre and submillimete domains of wavelength, in collaboration with
the THz-optics group of the University of Bern, with implications for the data interpretation
of passive radiometers, in particular the Submillimetre Wave Instrument (SWI) on JUICE.
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Results have already been obtained on pure hydrated magnesium sulfates, as well as on
inter-mixtures with SPIPA-B water ice particles (Brouet et al. 2017).

6 Conclusion

Water is the most abundant condensable compound in the Solar System and, as such, is
present at or near the surface of many Solar System objects. It is also probably the most
influent chemical species for the long-term evolution of proto-planetary disks and the re-
sulting planetary systems. Its identification and characterization is thus a major objective
of many planetary missions, equipped with a variety of remote sensing instruments, all the
way from Mercury to Pluto. The Laboratory for Outflow Studies of Sublimating icy mate-
rials (LOSSy) (Table 5), also simply referred to as the Ice Laboratory has been developed
since 2010 at the University of Bern to characterize the spectro-photometric properties and
related physical properties of icy analogues of various Solar System surfaces. It comple-
ments the other activities of the Planetary Imaging Group by helping with the interpretation
of optical remote sensing datasets and with the development of new remote sensing instru-
ments. The three most significant achievements in terms of original technical developments
are the low phase-angle setup for the PHIRE-2 gonio-radiometer, which allows us measuring
the reflectivity of ice-bearing samples at near-zero phase angle, the VIS-NIR hyperspectral
imaging system of the SCITEAS setup that allows us measuring spectral images of icy sam-
ples in-situ at very low temperature and pressure and the POLICES polarization-sensitive
radio-goniometer which allows us to measure the polarization phase curve with very high
accuracy.

But even more important than the development of these instruments, the biggest achieve-
ment of the project is certainly the definition and production of well-characterized and repro-
ducible icy samples that will allow us to build progressively a consistent reference database
of measurements over different spectral domains and using various techniques. In Bern,
various spectro-photometric measurements have already been obtained on these samples.
A number of results have been published in the scientific literature and all numerical data
are currently ingested into public databases, together with some of our analysis tools. While
additional spectro-photometric measurements will be conducted in Bern and while we con-
tinue expanding our collection of icy samples, we also distribute the samples to other groups
specializing in other techniques and spectral domains. This can be done by moving the sam-
ple preparation setups, which we have already started doing, or by replicating the setups and
protocols described in this publication.

While our general methodology and philosophy have remained relatively unchanged
throughout the project, the exact fields of application have been continuously evolving, re-
flecting the change in operating missions and new projects within the group. Indeed, the
selection of planetary exploration missions and of their scientific instrumentation and the
general scientific environment of the project are the main drivers for this evolution. Re-
cently, work in the laboratory has been closely related to the development of the CaSSIS
instrument for the Exomars/TGO mission, which was launched in March 2016. The strong
involvement of different teams at the University of Bern in the development of three dif-
ferent instruments for ESA’s JUICE mission to the Jovian system has also generated a new
synergy in studying icy samples and a strong interest for the samples produced and charac-
terized in the Planetary Ice Laboratory. New collaborations have already been initiated and
start to provide results. The creation of the Centre for Space and Habitability at the Univer-
sity of Bern and the swiss National Centre for Competence in Research PlanetS have also
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strongly influenced the scientific thematic of the laboratory by imposing topics such as the
definition of bio-signatures or the characterization of proto-planetary disks, broadening the
range of applicability of the measurements performed in the laboratory and considerably en-
riching its scientific scope. New samples and instrumentation are currently being developed
to reflect these evolutions.
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